Greenwich Area Planning Committee
Agenda
Place

The Town Hall, 35 Wellington Street, Woolwich SE18 6PW

Date

Wednesday, 26 May 2021

Time

6:30 PM
This meeting is open to the press and public, but restrictions
may apply to ensure a Covid-19 secure environment.

Councillors
To be appointed at the Annual Meeting of the
Council

Members are reminded that officer contacts are shown at the end of each
report and they are welcome to raise questions in advance with the
appropriate officer. This does not prevent further questioning at the meeting.
If you require further information about this meeting please contact the
Committee Services Officer:
Clare Chapman
Telephone: 020 8921 4350
Email: committees@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Agenda
1

Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies from Members of the Committee

2

Urgent business
The Chair to announce any items of urgent business circulated
separately from the main agenda.

3

Minutes
Members are requested to confirm as an accurate record the
Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday, 21st July 2020.
No motion or discussion may take place upon the Minutes
except as to the accuracy, and any question on this point will
be determined by a majority of the Members of the body
attending who were present when the matter in question was
decided. Once confirmed, with or without amendment, the
person presiding will sign the Minutes.

4

Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London,
SE3 7QJ ref. 20.1557.F
The Committee is requested to re-consider the
recommendation as set out in the original committee report
dated 13th April 2021 in light of the additional information
contained within the Addendum.

5

Jubilee Hall, Blissett Street, Greenwich, London, SE10
8UU ref. 20.3373.F
The Committee is requested to grant Planning Permission for
the conversion of ground floor of a mixed-use residential
development from a Community Hall (Class F1(e)) to a 3 bed
flat (Class C3), associated bicycle and refuse storage
(Amended description).

6

43-81 Greenwich High Road, Greenwich SE10 8EW
ref. 20.3873.F
The Committee is requested to grant planning permission to
replace existing timber cladding on balconies, balustrades,
louvres and facades to Blocks B, C and F with powder coated
aluminium cladding.
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Date of Issue
Tuesday, 18
May 2021

Debbie Warren
Chief Executive

Filming and Recording Meetings
This meeting may be photographed (without the use of flash), filmed or audio
recorded, except where the public is excluded because confidential or exempt
items will be discussed. Any footage is likely to be publicly available.
By entering the room where the meeting is being held, you will be deemed to
have consented to being photographed, filmed or audio recorded, and that will
apply to any representation you make to the meeting. You will also be deemed to
have consented to the possible public use of any images and sound recordings.
If you have any queries regarding the recording of meetings, please contact the
Committee Services Manager at committees@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Safety

Fire and Emergency Procedures

Users of the Committee Rooms and the Council Chamber are asked to note the
following fire and emergency procedures:When you hear the continuous ringing of the fire alarm bells, please make your
way out of the building in an orderly manner. The nearest exit from the Council
Chamber and the Committee Rooms is through the main exit leading to
Wellington Street (at the front of the building). Do not use the lift and do not
stop to collect personal belongings. Once outside the Town Hall please make
your way to the Assembly Point between Sainsbury’s and The Vista via Market
Street or Polytechnic Street
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AREA PLANNING COMMITTEES
PUBLIC INFORMATION
Area Planning Committees are meetings in public, not public meetings.
Please note that Committee Members will be using electronic
devices to access the agenda, reports and documents published and
submitted for the meeting.
PLEASE TURN ALL MOBILE PHONES TO SILENT MODE
Terms of Reference
The Area Planning Committees have delegated powers to take decisions on
matters within their Terms of Reference as published in the Council’s
Constitution.
Areas
The three Area Planning Committees (APC) deal with matters relating to the
following Wards:
Eltham & Kidbrooke APC covers: Coldharbour & New Eltham,
Eltham North, Eltham South, Eltham West, Kidbrooke with Hornfair,
Middle Park & Sutcliffe, and Shooters Hill.
Greenwich APC covers: Blackheath Westcombe, Greenwich West,
and Peninsula.
Woolwich & Thamesmead APC covers: Abbey Wood,
Charlton, Glyndon, Plumstead, Thamesmead Moorings,
Woolwich Common and Woolwich Riverside.
Determining planning applications
When determining planning applications and related matters Officers and
Councillors must adhere to important principles set out in legislation and
Central Government Guidance.
Applications shall be determined in accordance with the Development Plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. (Section 38A, Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act, 2004). The development plan comprises the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies 2014 and the
Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London.
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The Key Principles of which are:
• If there are other material considerations, the Core Strategy is the starting
point and other considerations weighed up against it.
• Where the Core Strategy is not relevant or there are policy conflicts, the
application must be treated on its merits.
Material Planning Considerations include;
• Statutory provisions contained in Planning Acts and Statutory
Regulations and Planning Case Law.
• Central Government planning policy and advice as contained in
Circulars, The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG).
• Planning Briefs and other Supplementary Planning Guidance, e.g. Home
Extension Guidelines.
• Site specific issues such as availability of infrastructure, density, car
parking.
• Environmental effects such as effect on light, noise, overlooking,
effect on the street scene.
• The need to preserve or enhance the Special Character or appearance
of Conservation Areas and protect Listed Buildings.
• Previous planning decisions, including appeals.
• Desire to retain and promote certain uses.
Matters that must not be taken into account when determining
planning applications include
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moral and religious issues.
Unfair competition.
Breach of private covenants or other property rights.
Devaluation of property.
Protection of a private view.
Identity of an applicant or occupier.
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LEAD OFFICERS
Assistant Director (Planning and Building Control)
Major Developments Manager - Major Projects
Area Development Manager West
Area Development Manager East
Legal Adviser – Planning
Legal Adviser – Planning
Committee Services Officer
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The Procedure for considering Applications
The conduct of the meeting is at the discretion of the Chair. According to the
number of items to be considered, the Chair will strictly control the time for
speakers wishing to address the Committee.
Any additional material (i.e. photographs, dioramas’ etc.) not previously
submitted to Planning Officers that you wish to draw to the attention of the
Committee must be submitted no less than two working days before the
meeting to the Committee Services Officer at
committees@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
Any documentation received after this deadline, including at the meeting, will
not be accepted. This deadline is to allow sufficient time to scrutinise any
additional information and for it to be presented to Members.
At the start of the meeting the Chair will summarise the procedure to be
followed and announce that anyone wishing to address the Committee should
give the Corporate Governance Officer their names, as if they are not
included on the list they will not be permitted to speak.
1 Council Officers will introduce each item, outlining Officers’
recommendations on the matter, and answer any questions from the
Committee. The Chair will then invite members of the public on the list to
come to the table and address the Committee.
2. Both objectors to and supporters off an application, including amenity
societies will be invited to address the Committee. The Chair has
indicated that the following times will generally be allocated to speakers
on any one application. The Chair may vary the time available, e.g. where
there is a significant number of speakers or where there is a repetition or
non-planning matters are being raised.
• Individuals – up to two minutes each
• Organised groups – up to four minutes each
• Elected representatives (MPs and Councillors) – up to five minutes
each
• Applicant – up to 10 minutes
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3. Comments should be confined to planning matters and the public will be
advised to include everything they wish to say in one contribution, as
normally no further opportunity will arise. It must be noted that only
relevant planning considerations can be taken into account when
considering planning applications (see ‘determining planning applications’
for details).
4. Members of the Committee may wish to ask questions. The speaker
should return to the public seating area. There will be no further input
or interruption from members of the public.
5. The Applicant and or their representatives will be invited to address
the Committee, once all other parties have spoken, in order to
respond to any points raised by previous speakers or Members.
6. The public will be able to listen to the Councillors’ discussing the
item and coming to a decision. The Chair will then announce the
decision.
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ROYAL BOROUGH OF GREENWICH
GREENWICH AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, 21ST JULY 2020 AT 6.30 PM
MINUTES

PRESENT:
Members:
Councillor Stephen Brain (Chair), Councillors Norman Adams, Geoffrey Brighty,
Pat Greenwell, Chris Lloyd, Mariam Lolevar, Maureen O’Mara and Aidan Smith.
Officers
Assistant Director of Planning, Area Planning Manager (West), Planning Officer and
Corporate Governance Officers x 2
The Chair made introductions and explained the procedures that would be
followed at the meeting.
Item
No.
1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Mehboob Khan.

2

Urgent Business
There was no urgent business.

3

Declarations of Interest
Cllr Lolevar declared that she was acquainted with the niece of one of the
objectors for Item 6. The Chair confirmed that Cllr Lolevar would not take
part in the vote for this item.
Resolved –

1
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That the list of Councillors’ memberships as Council appointed
representatives on outside bodies, joint committees and school governing
bodies be noted.
4

Minutes
Resolved –
That the minutes of the minutes of the meeting held on 10th March 2020 be
agreed as a true and accurate record.

5

Election of Vice Chair
Councillors Lolevar and Adams were nominated. Councillor Lolevar
received four votes and Councillor Adams received one vote.
Resolved –
That Councillor Lolevar be elected as Vice Chair of the Greenwich Area
Planning Committee for the duration of the municipal year.

6

12 Shooters Hill Road, Blackheath, London, SE3 7BD ref. 20/0518 &
20/0519/L
The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation of the application.
In response to a question from Members, the Planning Officer confirmed that
the proposed steps going down to the garden were for access only and
would not allow sufficient space for a table and chairs. Under the current
proposal it would not result in loss of privacy for the neighbours at no. 10.
In response to a question from Members, the Planning Officer confirmed that
underpinning would be dealt with by building control regulations. A basic
impact assessment would have to be submitted before works started.
Members noted that if the application was approved it would be subject to
approval of a basic impact assessment. Officers advised that if Members were
minded to approve the application, a condition could be added that enabled
neighbours to have site of the impact assessment before it was submitted to
the Council for discharge.
Officers advised that the application had been assessed by the Council’s
Conversation Officer who was happy that the inclusion of the railing and
2
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gates would not adversely harm the character and appearance of the host
property or the setting of the wider group of listed buildings.
The Committee was addressed by Mr Edward Britton.
Mr Britton confirmed that he resided with his family in the neighbouring
property. He was concerned about loss of privacy. He advised that no 14
should not used as a precedent. The development here was narrower and
did not extend as far as the boundary wall. Further that the window on the
back elevation was no where near the boundary.
Mr Britton advised further that serious overshadowing of main living room
would be caused by the proposed build of the high brick wall and submitted
that it should not be allowed.
The terrace would also add to loss of privacy. It was big enough for a table
and chairs or a sofa. If people stood on it and looked backwards, they would
see through his window.
Mr Britton informed Members that when the houses were built, a large
ventilation cavity was incorporated underground all the way around the
basement. This aimed to keep the air circulating outside the walls to prevent
damp. The planning proposals would require the demolition of some of the
original Georgian brickwork that formed this cavity.
The Committee was addressed by Mr John Corp.
Mr Corp confirmed he lived at 16 Shooters Hill Road. He advised that the
villas (numbers 2-20) were Georgian and any decision should be judged in this
context.
The Committee was addressed by Mr Howard Shields from the Blackheath
Society.
Mr Shields felt the Planning Officer did not do full justice to the comments of
the Blackheath Society in her report. They had raised concerns regarding the
sub-basement. The plans completely failed to comply with the latest policy
and guidance from the Council and he did not accept that the application
should ignore this guidance. Significant excavation would be necessary in
houses with no real foundations.
The Committee was addressed by Mr Richard Butt from the Greenwich
Society.
3
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Mr Butt was objecting in particular to the proposed depth of the subbasement garage. The ramp down to the garage together with the over sized
garage door would create the impression of a void at the front of the house
which would weaken the classical symmetry of the house which formed part
of an important row.
Mr Butt was also concerned about the electrically operated gates at the front
which he felt were inappropriate for the setting.
The Committee was addressed by Mr Dominic Lamb, architect and agent.
Mr Lamb explained that both he and his client had worked closely with the
planning team to develop a high quality and sensitively designed proposal that
respected the host listed building and surrounding conversation area. All
relevant policy and guidance had been satisfied and work had been
undertaken in response to pre-application advice. This included:
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing proposed height of side extension in line with height of no. 14;
Reinstatement of central window at first floor;
Numerous iterations of how the stairs to the second floor could be
reconfigured to retain the planned form of the first floor whilst allowing
safe access to the second floor;
Boundary treatment and gates to the front that were in keeping with the
existing character of the area and did not exceed the height of adjacent
railings;
Omission of ground floor coats cupboard from the application.

Mr Lamb stated that all the points raised by objectors had been addressed in
the Planning Officer’s report.
With regard to the impact on amenity to no.10, the intention was to address
the height of the boundary treatment in this area to afford privacy to no. 10
and the Applicant. Mr Lamb proposed that details of the wall could be
conditioned if planning permission was granted.
Mr Lamb further submitted that this application mirrored applications
permitted at no. 8 and no. 14.
In response to a question from Members, Mr Lamb confirmed that the
staircase could be redesigned to reduce the size of the terrace to a standard
step by omitting the playroom from the back at the lower level.
4
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In response to a question from Members, Mr Lamb confirmed that the double
construction at basement level could be maintained by reducing the width of
the basement.
Members felt that a site visit was necessary in order to assess the impact of
any overshadowing at the rear, and the concerns around loss of privacy by
use of the proposed terraced area. A motion to defer the planning
application was moved, seconded and put to the vote and declared carried.
Resolved:
That this application be deferred for a site visit to examine issues around
privacy and overshadowing.
7

Blackheath Service Station, 37A Shooters Hill, Blackheath, SE3
7HS ref. 19/4145/F
The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation of the application.
In response to a question from Members, the Planning Officer confirmed that
the underground petrol interceptor was being replaced due to the existing
one being located where the proposed extension would be built.
In response to a question from Members, the Planning Officer was aware
there had been issues with waste at the rear of the site. As part of the
proposal a new bin store would be located at the front of the service station.
In response to a question from Members, the Planning Officer confirmed that
no new light would be emitted from the proposals.
The Committee was addressed by Ms Barbara Fitzpatrick, making objection.
Ms Fitzpatrick lived at 25 Stratheden Road with her husband and two
children. She was concerned about the negative impact on their ability to
enjoy their outside space. Further, a tree at the end of their garden attracted
a variety of birds. She referenced the Council’s Greener Greenwich Strategy
which safeguarded residents against the impact of air pollution and climate
change. She felt this was contradictory to the proposals.
Ms Fitzpatick advised there was a problem with rats in the area which she
claimed stemmed from the petrol station. She felt the new two metre bin
store would not address this problem.
5
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Ms Fitzpatrick further submitted that her youngest daughter had a heart
condition. She was concerned this would be exacerbated with increased use
of the petrol station and with the increase of dust during building works.
Members proposed a construction method statement setting out the hours
of work.
The Assistant Director of Planning confirmed it would be not be possible to
apply a condition for the applicant to obscure the fencing with foliage. The
condition would not be enforceable.
The Committee was addressed by Julian Sutton, agent for the applicant.
This application was a resubmission of a previous planning application which
was refused on 5th July 2019. He explained this application fully addressed the
previous reasons for refusal.
The ability for local residents and motorists to undertake top up shopping in
a convenient location was a significant benefit and needed to be supported. It
allowed motorists to avoid unnecessary journeys and local residents to walk
to pick up supplies, avoiding unnecessary vehicular trips.
Motor Fuel Group (MFG) had sought to engage with the residents of
numbers 25 and 27 Strathedent Road. Residents at number 27 had no
objection to the application but they have not received a response to their
calling card from number 25.
Since the last application, the height of the proposed extension had been
reduced by 40% to 3m. The fence had been proposed to obscure it from the
view of neighbouring properties but the applicant was happy to exclude it
from the proposals if the residents so wished.
The applicant was happy for a construction method statement condition to
be attached and they were happy to discuss with neighbours when works
would commence in order to provide advance notice.
Mr Sutton would relate the rat issue to the applicant.
Mr Sutton confirmed the proposal had no effect on the tree in Ms
Fitzpatrick’s garden. The Council’s tree officer had suggested a condition
regarding an arboricultural impact assessment to protect the tree and address
the concerns of Ms Fitzpatrick.
6
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In response to a question from the Committee, Mr Sutton confirmed that he
would happy to speak to the resident about changing the fence to trellis or
removing it from the proposals entirely.
The Chair put the recommendation to grant planning permission for the
construction of a single storey extension to side and rear of the existing
forecourt sales building and insertion of a new class 1 petrol interceptor to
the rear of the site, alterations to shop front including new auto sliding door
and provision of a 2metre high timber bin store and additional boundary
treatment to the west of the site, subject to the conditions set out in
Appendix 2 of the report, to the vote with 8 Members in favour, 0 against
and 0 abstentions.
The Chair confirmed the application was approved subject to an
arboricultural impact assessment and construction method statement.

The meeting closed at 8.36pm

_________________________
Chair

7
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Greenwich Area Planning Committee
26th May 2021

Agenda Item: 4
Reference Nos: 20/1557/F

Applicant: MASCH Developments, 37 Shore Road, London, E9 7TA
Agent:

Mr J Rooney, E2 Architects+Interiors, Unit 57 Containerville, 1 Emma
Street, London, E29PF

Site Address:
Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park,
Blackheath, London, SE3 7QJ

Ward: Blackheath Westcombe
Application Type: Full planning

ADDENDUM
1.1

At the meeting of the Greenwich Area Planning Committee held on 13th April
2021, the Area Committee was unable to reach a majority position on the
appeal scheme, resulting in a tied vote. The matter was therefore deferred
for officers to consider the following concerns which had been raised by
members at the meeting, and which are now addressed in this Addendum:
1)
Design;
2)
Scale and bulk;
3)
Impact on the Blackheath Conservation Area;
4)
Trees;
5)
Stag beetles and bats;
6)
Carbon neutral development;
7)
Privacy to the Little Coach House; and
8)
Impact on Heathway.

1.2

Members are requested to re-consider the recommendation as set out in the
original committee report dated 13th April 2021 in light of the additional
information contained within this Addendum.

2.

Legal Position:

2.1

As set out in the original committee report dated 13th April 2021, the
applicant has lodged an appeal with the Planning Inspectorate on the grounds
of non-determination. This is because the Council did not determine the
application within the statutory time frame of 8 weeks.

ITEM NO: 4
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2.2

Where an appeal has been lodged on the grounds of non-determination, the
Council may no longer determine the application because with the making of
the appeal, that decision-making jurisdiction transfers to the Secretary of
State (or to one of their Inspectors acting on their behalf). The Council
though is still required to resolve whether it would have been minded to
grant or refuse the application if the appeal had not been lodged. This is
because the Council is required to participate in the appeal and therefore
have a stance either against or in support of the appeal scheme. An absence
of a position at the appeal would compel the Council to remain silent during
the appeal process, exposing the Council to claims of unreasonable behaviour
and an award of costs against it. An award of costs does not depend on the
outcome of the appeal. .

2.4 The National Planning Practice Guide provides examples of unreasonable
behaviours which may give rise to a substantive award of cost at appeal against
the local planning authority. These examples include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Refusing planning permission on a planning ground capable of being
dealt with by conditions, where it is concluded that suitable conditions
would enable the proposed development to go ahead;
Persisting in objections to a scheme or elements of a scheme which the
Secretary of State or an Inspector has previously indicated to be
acceptable;
Not determining similar cases in a consistent manner;
Failing to grant a further planning permission for a scheme that is the
subject of an extant or recently expired permission where there has
been no material change in circumstances; and
Imposing a condition that is not necessary, relevant to planning and to
the development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable
in all other respects.

2.5 As outlined in the officers’ report dated 13th April 2021, the Council had
previously granted planning permission for a similar development in 2017, but
this was not implemented and has since lapsed within the last few months.
Members are advised that although a local planning authority is not bound by
an expired planning permission in determining a planning application, that does
not mean that it is forced wholly to disregard that pre-existing permission and
the existence of a lapsed planning permission is recognised in case law as a
material consideration to be weighed by a planning authority, so long as the

ITEM NO: 4
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authority does not give it more weight than appropriate, although there is a
need for consistency, and an expired planning permission is part of the planning
history of the site1. The weight which a decision-maker gives to an expired
permission is a matter for them and will depend on all the circumstances of the
case, particularly any change in planning policy which might have taken place
since the expired permission was first granted2.

3.

Design, Scale and Bulk and Impact on Blackheath Conservation Area

3.1 At the Area Committee meeting on 13th April, members sought clarification as
to the differences in design and appearance between the lapsed permission
which the Council granted in 2017 as compared to the current application, and
the implications of those differences on design, visual amenity and the impact
on the character and appearance of the .
3.2 As with the lapsed permission (reference 16/0428/F), the proposed dwelling
when viewed from Heathway would appear as a two and half storey dwelling
with a maximum height of 7.7m. As such the overall height, scale, bulk and
massing of the dwelling would remain predominately unchanged from the
expired permission. Minor changes are proposed to the elevation treatment as
follows:
•
•

•
•

The omission of the projecting window surround which was contained
within the lapsed proposal, along with the associated reduction in the
width of the windows on this elevation;
A slight increase in the height of the proposed glass balustrading at partsecond floor level. This is to give effect to the Area Committee’s
request under application 16/0428/F that the balustrade have a height of
1.6m so as to address overlooking and privacy to the Little House on
the opposite side of Heathway and was supported by the Secretary of
State when allowing appeal reference APP/E5330/W/17/3179820 in
respect of conditions 2, 13, 14, 15 and 21 of the 2017 planning
permission;
A redesigned front door;
An increased number of solar panels; and

South Oxfordshire District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment (1981).
2
Newar v Secretary of State for the Environment and Another (1994).

1
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•

A raised lightwell is proposed to be incorporated into the design of the
front elevation. Officers consider the lightwell to be an acceptable
feature and would sit approximately 0.6m above ground floor level,
would have a width of 2.9m and a depth of 1.3m.

3.3 The differences outlined above can be seen in the below images, which were
set out in the committee report dated 13th April 2021.

3.3 As with expired permission reference 16/0428/F, the maximum height of the
dwelling at the rear would be 8.9m due to the excavation works at lower
ground floor level. Again, the overall height, scale and bulk and design of the
dwelling would remain predominately unchanged from the expired permission.
Minor changes are proposed to the elevation treatment as follows:
•

The height of the ground floor has been reduced by 20 cm, from 3.6m to
3.4m;

ITEM NO: 4
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•

The projecting element at first floor has been removed and a small terrace
has been added; and

•

A slight redesign of the projecting element at second floor level.

3.4. These differences can be seen in the below images, which were set out in the
original committee report dated 13th April 2021.

3.5 These minor changes between the scheme previously approved by the Council
in 2017 and the current proposal do not materially change the height, scale,
bulk, design and appearance of the building, and in the opinion of officers the
current proposal does not impact negatively on the street scene of Heathway,
nor does it harm the character and appearance of the Blackheath Conservation
Area or the Buffer Zone to the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site.
ITEM NO: 4
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3.6 As set out in the officers’ report dated 13th April 2021, the Blackheath
Conservation Area Character Appraisal states that Heathway is an informal
back lane to the rear of Vanbrugh Park and St John’s Park and that there is no
historical significance other than the Coach House and the Little House. As
set out in the officers’ report dated 13th April 2021, the Coach House was
redeveloped under a planning permission granted by the Council in 28th
September 2015 under reference 14/3682/F.
3.7 The total site area of expired planning permission reference 16/0428/F was
approximately 250sqm, and this was a result of the access route to Vanbrugh
Park via No. 76 Vanbrugh Park being included within the site boundary. The
current application omits this route due to changes in land ownership since
2017, and accordingly the site area has been reduced to approximately
198sqm. This reduction in site area by 50sqm does not in officers’ view affect
the acceptability of the proposal in design terms because the proposed building
is still located in the same position as previously approved and has not affected
the height, scale, bulk or design of the dwelling.. Officers also consider that the
reduction in site area does not affect the spatial character of the site or the
setting of the proposed dwelling within the wider street scene. Overall the
level of usable space remains the same and the scheme is not considered to
comprise an over-development of the site.
3.8 In conclusion, officers consider that the proposal remains acceptable and
similar in design terms to the scheme previously approved by the Council in
2017 and whilst the 2016 London Plan has been replaced with the 2021
London Plan, this change has not resulted in any material change in planning
policy regarding design, heritage and conservation since the Council granted
the previous permission in 2017. It is the view of officers that the Council
would struggle to defend a reason for refusal on design ground at the appeal.

4.

Trees

4.1

The environmental impact of the loss of the trees was raised at the April
meeting.

4.2

Under lapsed permission reference 16/0428/F the Council approved the
felling of five trees, with four of those five trees (T2-T5) identified as
ITEM NO: 4
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Category C trees (low quality and value) and one tree (T6) identified as
Category B (moderate quality and value). The trees to be felled were
outlined in the below Tree plan.

4.3

In assessing the suitability of felling these trees, the applicant submitted an
Arboricultural report, which was assessed by the Council’s tree officer who
was satisfied for these trees to be felled subject to replacement trees being
secured, albeit not on a one for one basis due to the limited size of the site.

4.4 Under the current proposal it is proposed to fell the same five trees and the
applicant submitted a review of the previous Arboricutural report dated
January 2021, as part of the current application. The findings of this review
were assessed by the Council’s tree officer who is satisfied with the findings.
The below table sets out the findings of this review.
Tree

T2

Common British
Name
Standard
Category
Willow
N/A

Physiological
and structural
condition
Dead
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Ivy clad*
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T3

Mulberry C2

Good & Poor

T4

Maple

C2

Fair and Poor

T5

Ash

C2

Fair and Poor

T6

Pagoda

B2

Good and Fair

Ivy clad, to 5m, impeded
assessment. Bifurcated @ 60cm
‘hidden’ (and ‘deformed’) by
neighbouring new building
Trifurcates @ 2m. This tree is of
age, size, structure and physiology
that it could be transplanted
within the development.
Tree deformed by neighbouring
competition and pruning – canopy
biased SE.
Bifurcated @ 2m, and again
@2.4m – broad canopy [+/- 5m
radius].

4.5 The following photographs of the trees were also provided as part of the
review:
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4.6 Officers consider that the felling of the trees remains acceptable as the trees
are still considered not to be of high value, suitable replacement trees remain
capable of being secured via a planning condition, and no material change in
circumstances has arisen since the Council’s grant of permission in 2017 that
would alter this.
4.7 Next to the site at 77 Vanbrugh Park is a Silver Birch tree (T1 on the above
plan). This tree is to be retained, but to facilitate construction works, it is
proposed to undertake a crown lift to 3m. In addition, as part of the
construction method statement and the basement construction method
statement submitted by the applicant, temporary barriers and screens are
proposed to be erected during construction works to ensure that the tree is

ITEM NO: 4
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suitably protected. The Council’s tree officer is satisfied and has requested
that the tree protection measures be secured via a planning condition.
5.

Stag Beetles and Bats

5.1

When the Area Committee approved planning application 16/0428/F in 2017,
the potential for protected species such as stag beetles and/or bats being
present at the site was not raised by the then applicant, nor was it raised by
officers, residents or members. Before the Area Committee meeting on 13th
April 2021, residents circulated a photograph of a stag beetle being found at
an adjoining property and also raised the potential presence of bats in the
area at the Area Committee meeting. However, to date no evidence has
been produced to demonstrate that stag beetles and/or bats are present on
the application site.

5.2

Whilst both stag beetles and bats are protected species, their possible
presence on an application site or in its locality does not of itself prohibit the
grant of planning permission. Where it is known, or it is likely, that a site is
occupied by a protected species, an application should be accompanied by an
appropriate survey as well as proposed mitigation measures. However as
there was no evidence at the time of submission of the application in June
2020, no survey was submitted or required at that time.

5.3

Officers consider that establishing whether protected or rare species are
present on the application site could reasonably be addressed by imposing
suitable conditions and subject to some minor changes to the wording (see
Section 10 of this Addendum), officers endorse the following conditions
recommended by the London Wildlife Trust:
Condition 1: Prior to the commencement of the development, a survey of the
application site shall be carried out to establish the presence or otherwise of any
protected or rare species. For stag beetle adults this should be undertaken between
early-May and early August. Records for the site’s locality (for example, held by
GiGL), and the presence of dead wood may give an indication of the beetle’s
presence (but logs or tree stumps should not be broken up to search for larvae).
Details of the methodology, findings and conclusions of the survey shall be submitted
to the local planning authority within one month of the completion of the survey.
This should include a data search with relevant organisations.
Condition 2: Should the results of the survey referred to in Condition 1 above
indicate that stag beetles are present within the application site, then details of the
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following shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority prior to the commencement of the development:
a: a scheme of mitigation or enhancement works to minimise the adverse effects of
the development on protected species; and
b: a programme of timings for the works referred to in (a) above.
Condition 3: Mitigation and/or enhancement works shall be carried out in
accordance with the scheme and programme approved in accordance with
Condition 2 above.
6.

Carbon Neutral Development:

6.1 Clarification was sought in terms of how the proposed development addressed
sustainability matters in light of Greenwich Council declaring a Climate
Emergency.
6.2 When the Area Committee granted planning permission under application
16/0428/F, conditions 13, 14 and 15 were imposed, to secure the energy
efficiency of the dwelling. As set out in the original committee report dated
13th April 2021, the then applicant lodged an appeal against the Council’s
imposition of a number of the planning conditions attached to the 2017
consent, including conditions 13, 14 and 15. The appeal in respect of
condition 13, 14 and 15 was allowed on 15th January 2018.
6.3 In allowing the appeal in respect of condition 13, 14 and 15, the Inspector
stated the following:
Condition 13
8. The Council’s justification for this condition, which requires a 35% reduction over
Part L of the building regulations, is Policy E1 of the CS and Policy 5.2 of the London
Plan. These policies require all development to reduce energy demands in the
Borough, however the specific reductions covered by part B of Policy 5.2 apply to
major developments. As a single dwelling, this requirement does not apply.
9. The Council explain that the CS and detailed policies have been assessed to be in
general conformity of the London Plan and this is not in dispute. However Policies E1
and 5.2 do not require the imposition of such a condition for a development of this
scale and the Council have not provided evidence to demonstrate otherwise. This is
consistent with the findings of my colleague in the Blackheath Autos appeal quoted by
the Council.
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10. I therefore conclude that condition 13 is not necessary, relevant to planning, or to
the development permitted, in mitigating climate change. Removing this condition
would not conflict with the requirements of CS Policy E1 and London Plan Policy 5.2;
which seek to reduce the demand for energy.
11. In reaching this conclusion I have had regard to the representations made by
interested parties requesting that this condition be retained as thinner walls may
compromise structural integrity and environmental benefits should not be removed.
However, these matters are governed by building regulations and are not within the
remit of this appeal.
Condition 14
12. As condition 14 is linked to condition 13 and seeks to require that the evidence of
compliance with condition 13 is provided prior to the first occupation of the dwelling
and I have concluded that condition 13 it is not necessary, the same applies to
condition 14. For the same reasons, removing this condition would not conflict with
the development plan.
Condition 15
13. A Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015 (WMS) confirmed that the
government does not intend to proceed with Zero Carbon Emissions requirement for
small schemes and on this basis the Council have agreed that the condition should be
removed. Whilst interested parties have made representations that new
developments should not be allowed to disregard the environment and that the
London Plan should be complied with, I must have regard to the WMS on this matter
and in particular the threshold below which the requirement for zero carbon would
not apply.
6.3 Since the granting of planning permission, the Council in June 2019 agreed a
motion to declare a climate change emergency. As a result of this motion a
draft carbon neutral plan has been prepared, which the Council is expected to
adopt later this year. The adoption of this plan will then feed into the review
of the Council’s planning policies as contained within the Core Strategy.
6.4 Whilst this is the case, since that review has not yet started, at present no
emerging planning policies have yet been formulated to give effect to the
Council’s draft carbon neutral plan and the current application has to be
assessed in light of current adopted planning policies. In this regard the only
change in planning policy has been the replacement of the 2016 London Plan
with the 2021 London Plan. Policy SI 2 – Minimising greenhouse gas emissions
relates to reducing greenhouse gas emissions from developments, but relates
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to major developments only (i.e. residential schemes of 10 or more units, nonresidential floor space of 10,000sqm or more or application sites of 1ha or
more) and as such is not applicable in this instance.
6.5 In light of this, officers are of the view that it would be unreasonable for the
Council to seek to impose the same requirements for the development to
either reduce its carbon emissions by 35% or to be carbon neutral that an
Inspector has already found to be unacceptable for a single dwelling, and that
there are no material change in circumstances since that Inspector’s decision in
2018. .
6.5 The development does, though, include sustainability measure in terms of solar
panels and green roofs, which could be secured by suitable planning conditions.
In addition, the original committee report dated 13th April 2021 also included
conditions to secure suitable refuse and recycling facilities so as to reduce the
level of household waste going to landfill, water efficiency so as to reduce
water consumption, boiler efficiency and rainwater recycling system.
7.

Privacy to the Little Coach House

7.1 At the Area Committee meeting on 13th April 2021, a neighbouring resident
raised a concern that the proposed front roof terrace would lead to
overlooking into the bathroom of the Little Coach House via the roof light that
serves this room. Officers comment that whilst planning policy does seek to
protect the amenity of adjoining occupiers, which includes loss of privacy and
overlooking, that protection of amenity applies to habitable rooms. A
bathroom for planning purposes is not considered to be a habitable room.
7.2 The Council granted planning permission for the redevelopment of the Little
Coach House on 28th September 2015 (under application 14/3682/F) and the
approved plans show the rooflight in question.
7.3 As set out in the Area Committee report in April 2021, in deciding to grant
planning permission for application 16//0428/F, the issue of overlooking from
the front terrace of the application site was debated by members at length, but
the concern expressed by members had related to overlooking toward the
Little House. This resulted in recommended condition 21 to planning
permission reference 16/0428/F being amended to state the following:
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Prior to the first occupation of the dwelling the balustrade to the rear first floor
balcony shall be in situ to a height of 1 metre and shall be finished in opaque glass,
the glass balustrade to the second floor terrace shall be in situ to a height of 1.6
metres, shall be obscured glass and shall be set back 3 metres from the front building
line of the approved house. Each glass balustrade shall thereafter be maintained in
good order and shall not be replaced without first obtaining the written consent of the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason 21 In order that the residential amenity of adjoining occupiers is preserved
and to ensure that the development complies with the aims of policy DH(b) of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
7.4 From reviewing the minutes for the Area Committee meeting in 2017 for
application 16/0428/F there is no evidence that Members considered that the
development would result in unacceptable overlooking from the terrace into
the bathroom of the Little Coach House.
7.4 The position of the terrace is in exactly the same position as that which the
Area Committee considered acceptable under application 16/0428/F and the
balustrade would have a height of 1.6m. Taking this on board and the position
of the roof light it is considered that there would not be any material harm
from overlooking.
7.5 It is again considered that this is not a ground on which the application could
be refused and could lead to the Council being open to an award of cost.
8.

Impact of construction works on Heathway:

8.1 Members expressed at the Area Committee meeting held on 13th April 2021,
concerns about the impact of the development on pedestrian and highway
access and safety during its construction.
8.2 The Council’s records indicate that Heathway is a privately maintainable
highway. This means that it is open to the public to pass and repass over it,
and the public's rights over it are the same as if it was publicly maintainable
highway of the same class, but it is not publicly maintainable (by the highway
authority); rather it is maintainable at private expense, usually by the owner(s)
of the land across which it runs.
8.3 It accepted that the development will temporarily cause some level of
disturbance and inconvenience, but that this will be within acceptable levels for
the scale of development proposed and the timeframe set out by the applicant
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for construction works to take place. In coming to this view Officers are
mindful of the applicant’s comprehensive Construction Method Statement.
8.4 Due to the constraints of the site, construction deliveries to the site will need
to take place from Heathway itself. This will temporarily restrict some access
to Heathway as well as driveways of neighbouring properties whilst these
construction deliveries take place. However, this restriction will only be for a
limited period of time as set out at paragraph 8.97 in the original report dated
13th April 2021 and the applicant has additionally agreed to construction
deliveries taking place outside of peak times. Other measures have also been
proposed by the applicant to minimise any disruption and these have been set
out in the original report dated 13th April 2021 (at paragraph 8.96) and form
part of the applicant’s submitted Construction Method Statement.
8.5 Officers have consulted with Highway officers on the application who raised no
highway objection.
8.6 It also has to be taken into consideration that the level of traffic utilising
Heathway will primarily be residents living on Heathway, with there being
limited through traffic from general traffic when compared to other residential
streets. As such any disruption to residents will be limited to when deliveries
are being made during construction and this is considered to be within
acceptable levels.
8.7 The requirements of Section 137 of the Highways Act 1980 have been brought
to Officers attention. This states that ‘if a person without lawful authority or
excuse in any way wilfully obstructs the free passage along a highway he is guilty of
an offence.’
8.8 The Council could suggest an informative, should the Planning Inspector grant
permission, to remind the appellant of their responsibility to properly manage
the construction works to avoid impacting negatively on the local environment,
to protect residential amenity and the safe function of the highway, to ensure
all vehicles associated with the approved development do not cause an
obstruction to the highway, and that any such wilful obstruction is an offence
under Section 137 of the Highway Act 1980 under which the Council as
highway authority can prosecute developers and their contractors if work is
not managed properly.
8.9 Any parking of vehicles on a privately maintainable highway such as Heathway
requires the consent of the owner(s) of the land over which that highway runs;
and the “Residents Only Parking” signs erected at Heathway could be seen to
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be consistent with this. However, owners’ consent for parking is in effect a
private matter between the relevant parties, where the appellant would need
to obtain the neighbours’ consent to park construction vehicles on Heathway,
and is therefore not a material consideration in this appeal.
9.

Conclusion

9.1 In conclusion the overall height, scale, bulk and design of the proposed
development as well as the size of the application site area is virtually the same
as the recently lapsed permission that was granted by the Greenwich Area
Planning Committee in 2017. These changes are set out under the design
section of the April 2021 report (paragraph 8.10 to 8.41) and summarised
above at Section 3 of this addendum report.
9.2 As with the previous lapsed consent it is proposed to fell 5 trees to enable the
development to be implemented. The trees to be felled are of low quality and
Officers still consider the loss of these trees remains acceptable, subject to
suitable replacement trees being planted, which can be secured via a planning
condition. In respect of the potential for protected species being located on
the application site, no evidence has been produced to demonstrate that stag
beetles and/or bats are present on the application site. Furthermore, the
presence of protected species does not prohibit development taking place.
Officers consider that establishing whether protected or rare species are
present on the application site could reasonably be addressed by imposing
suitable conditions as set out at Section 10 of this addendum.
9.3 The proposed development will delivery sustainability measures in terms of
solar panels and green roofs. In addition, planning conditions are proposed to
secure suitable refuse and recycling facilities so as to reduce the level of
household waste going to landfill, water efficiency so as to reduce water
consumption, boiler efficiency and rainwater recycling system.
9.4 Officers opinion remains that the development would have no adverse impact
on the privacy enjoyed by the occupiers of the Little Coach House.
9.5 It is accepted that the implementation of the development will cause some
disturbance for occupiers on Heathway during construction. However, the
applicant has submitted a detailed construction method statement, which sets
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out the process for implementation and that any disruption will be kept to
acceptable levels.

9.6 In line with the reasons summarised at 9.1 to 9.5 about, this development is
considered to be similar to the development that is the subject of the recently
lapsed permission that was granted by the Area Committee in 2017.
Furthermore, there has been no material change in circumstances, including
policy, since the original grant of permission in 2017 to warrant a departure
from consistency in decision-making and according the recently lapsed
permission should in officers view be accorded significant weight.
9.7 It is the opinion of Officers that for the reasons set out in the April 2021
Committee repot and this addendum that the concerns raised by the members
are capable of being satisfactorily dealt with by suitable conditions and that
Officers remain of the view that the appealed scheme accords with
development plan policies and is acceptable on its own planning merits. As
such and taking into account all relevant matters it is the opinion of Officers
that the balance comes down firmly in favour of the appeal scheme.
10.

Recommendation:

10.1 Officers remain of the view that for the reasons set out in the officers’ report
dated 13th April and in this Addendum, the proposed development is
acceptable in planning terms and that had the Area Committee been able to
determine the application, that planning permission should have been granted
subject to the conditions set out in the main report dated 13th April 2021 and
the following additional conditions and informatives:
Condition 23: No part of the development shall be commenced until a survey
of the application site has been carried out to establish the presence or
otherwise of any protected or rare species, and until details of the
methodology, findings and conclusions of that survey, which shall be submitted
to the local planning authority within one month of the completion of the
survey, have been approved in writing by the local planning authority. For stag
beetle adults this shall be undertaken between early May and early August.
Records for the site’s locality (for example, held by GiGL), and the presence of
dead wood may give an indication of the beetle’s presence (but logs or tree
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stumps should not be broken up to search for larvae). This should include a
data search with relevant organisations.
Reason:
To establish the presence or otherwise of any protected or rare species on the
application site and to comply with the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
Condition 24: Should the results of the survey referred to in Condition 23
above indicate the presence or otherwise of any protected or rare species
within the application site, then details of the following shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority prior to the
commencement of the development:
a: a scheme of mitigation or enhancement works to minimise the adverse
effects of the development on protected species; and
b: a programme of timings for the works referred to in (a) above.
Reason:
To ensure that the identified protected or rare species within the application
site protected and to comply with the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
Condition 25: Mitigation and/or enhancement works shall be carried out in
accordance with the scheme and programme approved in accordance with
Condition 2 above.
Reason:
To ensure that the identified protected or rare species within the application
site protected and to comply with the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
Informative 3: The appellant is reminded of their responsibility to properly
manage the construction works so as to avoid impacting negatively on the local
environment to protect residential amenity and the safe function of the
highway, to ensure all vehicles associated with the approved development do
not cause an obstruction to the highway, and that any such wilful obstruction is
an offence under Section 137 of the Highway Act 1980 under which the
Council can prosecute developers and their contractors if work is not
managed properly.

Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email:

Neil Willey (Area Planning Manager – West)
020 8921 5764
neil.willey@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Reporting to:
Tel No.:
Email:

Victoria Geoghegan, Assistant Director Planning & Building
Control
020 8921 4296
victoria.geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Greenwich Area Planning Committee
13th April 2021

Agenda Item: 4
Reference No.: 20/1557/F

Applicant: MASCH Developments, 37 Shore Road, London, E9 7TA
Agent: Mr J Rooney, E2 Architects+Interiors, Unit 57 Containerville, 1 Emma Street,
London, E2 9FP
Site Address:
Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park,
Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ

Ward:
Blackheath Westcombe
Application Type:
Full Planning

1.0

Recommendation

1.1

The Committee is requested to consider the following application which
seeks the following:
Construction of a new part 2/part 2.5-storey over basement house fronting
Heathway with off street parking and amenity space.

1.2

Under normal circumstances, the Committee would consider the application
and decide whether to grant or refuse planning permission. However, in this
instance, the applicant has submitted an appeal to the Planning Inspectorate
on the grounds of non-determination.

1.3

An appeal on the grounds of non-determination can be made where the Local
Planning Authority has not determined the application within the statutory
time period. In such circumstances the applicant has up to six months after
the statutory expiry date has past to lodge an appeal on the grounds of nondetermination. For the current application, the statutory determination date
was 13/08/2020 and the appeal was made on 9/2/2021.

1.4

In light of an appeal being lodged on the grounds of non-determination, the
Council cannot issue a formal decision on the application as this will be taken
by the Planning Inspectorate. Instead, the Council can set out whether it
would have been minded to grant or refuse planning permission if the appeal
had not been lodged. As over eight objections have been received to the
application, the application is referred to the Greenwich Area Planning
Committee to determine the Council’s position on this matter and the
Council’s standpoint in responding to the appeal.
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1.5

It is the recommendation of Officers that if the appeal had not been lodged
that planning permission should have been granted subject to:
i.

The conditions set out in appendix 2 of the report; and

ii.

To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning and Building Control to
make any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended
conditions as set out in this report, where the Assistant Director of
Planning and Building Control considers it appropriate.

2.0

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site Site Area (m²)
Heritage Assets

Tree Preservation Order
Flood Risk Zone

198m²
• within the Buffer Zone to the
Maritime Greenwich World
Heritage Site
• within the Blackheath Conservation
Area
• does not contain any statutorily or
locally listed buildings but is within
the setting of the locally listed No.
76 Vanbrugh Park (part of a group
with Nos. 49 – 79 (consec.))
Blackheath Conservation Area
No
Zone 1 (Least Probability of Flooding)

Proposed Building
Building height (metres)

7.7 metres when
viewed from Heathway
2.5
181.7

No. of storeys
Floor area (m²)
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Housing
Housing Standards

Complies with
Technical housing
standards – nationally
described space
standard and London
Plan standards?

Transportation
Car Parking

No. existing car
parking spaces
No. Proposed Car
Parking Spaces
No. Proposed Cycle
Parking
Complies with policy
Public Transport
Accessibility Level
(PTAL) Rating

Cycle Parking

Public Transport

Public Consultation
Number in support
Number of
objections
Number of
comments
Main issues raised by
objectors

Main issued raised in
support
2.2

Yes

N/A
1
2
Yes
3-4

13
24
3
− Impact on access along Heathway and the
Construction Method Statement
− No agreement to remove boundary wall
− Proposals represent overdevelopment
− Impact on the conservation area
− Overlooking into neighbouring properties and
impact on daylight and sunlight
− Loss of trees could change feel of the area
− Well-designed property
− Would bring about much-needed family housing

The application is considered acceptable and was to be recommended for
approval, subject to the conditions listed in Appendix 2.
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3.0

Site and Surroundings

3.1

The application site comprises an area of land within the existing rear garden
of No. 76 Vanbrugh Park, though it is understood that the land is under
separate ownership. The site has a minimum width of 4.28m, a maximum
width of 6.2m and maximum length of 38.4m.

3.2

The site fronts Heathway, an un-adopted, largely unmade private road that
runs in an east/west direction from Stratheden Road to Vanbrugh Terrace.
The street is formed principally by the gradual development of the rear
gardens of large houses that front Vanbrugh Park to the north and St Johns
Park to the south. Heathway, therefore, is characterised by inconsistent
backland development comprising mainly of semi-detached and detached
two/three storey houses, with the more recent dwellings benefitting from a
more modern construction and contemporary design.

3.3

The application site is one of the few remaining plots that have not been
redeveloped along Heathway for residential purposes. To the west of the site
is a single storey garage belonging to 77 Vanbrugh Park and 3 Heathway,
whilst immediately to the east of the site is the Little Coach House, which
was redeveloped under application 14/3682/F. Next to this is 9 and 11
Heathway, which are a pair of semi-detached contemporary dwellings allowed
on appeal under application 09/1496/F. Opposite the site is the Little House,
whilst to the west of the Little House is the site of the former Orchard
Cottage. Planning permission was allowed on appeal for the redevelopment
of Orchard Cottage to provide two detached 2-storey 4-bedroom dwellings
with associated parking, secure bin and cycle storage, amenity space and
landscaping (18/4494/F – appeal decision issued on the 3rd January 2020)

3.4

The site is located within the Blackheath Conservation Area and the Buffer
Zone to the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site. The Blackheath
Conservation Area Character Appraisal states that Heathway is an informal
back lane to the rear of Vanbrugh Park and St John’s Park and that there is no
historical significance other than the coach house and the little house. The
site does not contain any statutorily or locally listed buildings but it is noted
that No. 76 Vanbrugh Park forms part of a group of locally listed buildings
(Nos. 49 to 79 (consec.). The Royal Greenwich Local Heritage List (2020)
contains the following description for the group:
“Mid-Victorian 3-storey paired villas with basements in yellow stock brick
with yellow/cream gault brick frontages and gabled slate roofs with wide
eaves supported on console brackets. Projecting bay to basement, ground
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and first floors. “Whilst not hugely exciting in themselves, the integrity of
this long terrace of 3-storey houses seems worth preserving. Nos. 49-62
were built during 1870-71 by John Bland (who built much of Kidbrooke
Park Road). Although Nos. 63-79 were not erected until 1877-1881, they
are in the same style as the earlier buildings” (Neil Rhind)”.
3.5

Figure 1 (below) shows the location of the site (outlined in red) in the
context of the surrounding area.

Figure 1: Site Location Plan
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4.0

Relevant Planning History

4.1

The tables below set out the planning history for the application site, as well
as other relevant applications within Heathway.
Application Site:
App
Number:

16/0428/F

Address:

Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ

Decision:

Approved

Decision
Date:

17/02/2017

Construction of a roof extension and terrace to the northern
roof slope, together with the lowering of the existing internal
floor level, creation of lowered stepped access and bin store to
the southern elevation, alterations to the existing fenestration
and doors on the western elevation, insertion of a new window
within the northern elevation at ground floor level, replacement
Description: of the existing roller shutters in the southern elevation with
stable doors, removal of an existing roof projection to the
eastern roof slope, insertion of four rooflights within the
existing roof slopes and formation of external off-street parking
space, in order to facilitate to the conversion of the building into
a two-bed dwelling (Use Class C3). The committee report is
attached as appendix 4 of this report.
The Decision Notice for this grant of planning permission
contained a total of 22 conditions. Condition 21 (referred to as
Condition 20 in the Minutes from the Greenwich Area Planning
Committee on 19/12/2016) was amended by Committee
Members to require that the glass balustrade of the front
terrace was obscured glazed to limit overlooking into the
adjacent property. The then applicant appealed against the
imposition of Conditions 2, 13, 14, 15 and 21 on the Decision
Planning
Notice (ref. APP/E5330/W/17/3179820). The outcome of the
Appeal
appeal was that the Inspector allowed the deletion of Conditions
13, 14 and 15, granted a rewording of Condition 21, and
determined that Condition 2 was acceptable and, therefore,
remained applicable and unchanged. Regard has been had to the
outcome of the appeal when compiling the list of draft
conditions contained with Appendix 2 of this Report. A copy of
the Planning Inspectors decision letter is attached as appendix 5
of this report.
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App
Number:

18/0672/SD

Decision
20/04/2020
Date:
Land r/o 76 VANBRUGH PARK, BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
Address:
SE3 7JQ
Submission of details pursuant to the discharge of conditions
2(Facing Materials), 8(Hard/Soft Landscaping), 11(Refuse
Description:
Storage), 18(Cycle Storage) & 20(Mirror Details) of Planning
Permission dated 17th of February 2017 (16/0428/F)
App
Number:
Address:

18/0850/SD

Decision:

Refused

Decision
12/09/2018
Date:
Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ
Decision:

Refused

Submission of details pursuant to discharge condition 6
Description: (Construction Method Statement) of planning permission dated
17/02/2017 ref: 16/0428/F.
App
Number:
Address:

Decision
28/02/2020
Date:
Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ
19/4371/SD

Decision:

Refused

Submission of details pursuant to the discharge of Conditions 6
(Construction Method Statement) & 7 (Basement Construction
Description:
Method Statement) of planning permission 16/0428/F, dated
17/02/2017.
App
Number:

20/0063/SD

Address:

Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ

Decision:

Refused

Decision
Date:

28/02/2020

Submission of details pursuant to the discharge of Conditions 9
Description: (Replacement Trees) & 22 (Tree Method Statement) of planning
permission 16/0428/F, dated 17/02/2017.
App
Number:

20/0064/SD

Address:

Land rear of 76 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ

Decision:

Refused

Decision
Date:

28/02/2020

Submission of details pursuant to the discharge of Condition 12
Description: (Accessible & Adaptable Dwellings) of planning permission
16/0428/F, dated 17/02/2017.
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Other Relevant Applications:
App
Number:

Decision
01/08/2008
Date:
22 HEATHWAY (land to R/o 17 St Johns Park) BLACKHEATH,
Address:
LONDON, SE3 7AN
Erection of a part 2/part 3 storey 4-bed house with basement,
Description:
vehicle access and associated landscaping works.
08/1046/F

Decision:

Approved

Decision:

Refused,
(Allowed
at Appeal)

09/1496/F

Address:

72 & 73 Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, London, SE3 7JQ

Description:

Erection of a pair of 2-bed semi-detached houses at rear of
garden facing Heathway
Refused,
(Allowed
at Appeal)

Decision
Date:

25/01/2010,
(07/07/2010)

App
Number:

09/2674/F

Address:

Green Roof Cottage, Heathway, Blackheath, London, SE3 7AN

Decision:

Decision
Date:

06/07/2010,
(24/03/2011)

App
Number:

Demolition of existing dwelling and erection of 2 x part 2/part
2½ storey 3-bed dwellings with basements one parking space
Description:
per dwelling and associated new landscaping works.
(Resubmission).
App
Number:

14/3682/F

Address:

The Little Coach House, Heathway, Blackheath, London, SE3

Description:

Demolition of the existing building and construction of a new 2storey dwelling over basement/lower ground floor.

App
Number:
Address:

Decision:

Approved

Decision
Date:

28/09/2015

Refused,
22/03/2019,
Decision
18/4494/F
(Allowed
Decision:
Date:
(03/01/2020)
at Appeal)
ORCHARD COTTAGE, HEATHWAY, BLACKHEATH, SE3
7AN
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Demolition of existing dwelling and construction of two
Description: detached 2-storey 4-bedroom dwellings with associated parking,
secure bin and cycle storage, amenity space and landscaping
App
Number:

Decision
07/02/2020
Date:
ORCHARD COTTAGE, HEATHWAY, BLACKHEATH, SE3
Address:
7AN
Demolition of existing dwelling and construction of two, 3
Description: bedroom dwellings with associated car and cycle parking, bin
storage and landscaping.
19/3987/F

Decision:

Approved

5.0

Proposals (in detail)

5.1

The application proposes the construction of a part-2, part-2.5 storey
detached house with basement. The house would be accessed from
Heathway on a plot of land which historically formed part of the rear garden
of No. 76 Vanbrugh Park.

5.2

The proposed house would have three bedrooms and would contain an offstreet parking area to the front, fronting Heathway as well as refuse storage.

5.3

The current proposals are almost identical to those which were granted
planning permission on 17/02/2017 under ref. 16/0428/F (‘the Previous
Permission’). The key differences between the two proposals are that the
current design has been revised slightly from that approved under the
Previous Permission; with the current design being considered an overall
improvement (see assessment within Section 8). In addition, the site
boundary of the current application covers a marginally smaller area than that
covered by the Previous Permission as it does not contain an access route to
Vanbrugh Park via No. 76 Vanbrugh Park.

5.4

The Previous Permission elapsed on 17/02/2020 as the relevant precommencement conditions had not been discharged. In light of this it was
considered that the minor works which the current applicant had undertaken
on the site did not constitute implementation of the permission. The applicant
was therefore told by the Council’s Planning Enforcement team to stop
works and was advised that a new application for planning permission was
required.
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5.5

The current application for planning permission has, therefore, been made by
the applicant to replace the elapsed permission.

6.0

Consultation

6.1

The consultation involved the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Twelve (12) neighbouring properties were sent consultation letters
on 22/06/2020;
The Blackheath Society, Greenwich Society and the Westcombe
Society Environment Committee were notified by letter on
18/06/2020;
Internal consultees and Local Ward Councillors were consulted on
18/06/2020;
A press notice was displayed in the Greenwich Weekender on
01/07/20120; and
Three (3) site notices were displayed at the site on 10/07/2020.

6.2

Statutory and External Consultees

6.3

A summary of the consultation responses received from statutory consultees
along with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Officer’s
comments

Details of
Representation

Summary of Comments

Local Ward
Councillors

Councillors Brighty and Lolavar
have requested updates on the
status of the application over the
determination period and passed
on queries and concerns from
local residents.

Noted

Blackheath
Society

• House is of an inappropriate
scale, mass and bulk
• Adverse impact on
conservation area
• Loss of trees is unacceptable
• Construction impacts on
Heathway

Consideration of
the various
concerns has been
given with the
relevant part of
the assessment
section of this
report.
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Greenwich
Society
Westcombe
Society

Heathway
Residents’ &
Neighbourhood
Watch
Association

Greenwich
Housing Society

• Endorse the Blackheath
Society’s objections
• Inappropriate bulk and mass
• Concerns about disturbance
during construction
• Loss of trees is unacceptable
• Development will lead to
overlooking/loss of privacy
• Development will lead to loss
of light or overshadowing
• Development will result in
parking, highway, safety and
traffic issues
• Adverse impact on
conservation area, layout and
density, nature conservation
• Design, appearance and
materials
• Previous planning decision
• Whilst the building itself has
no impact on our residents,
the associated disruption and
disturbance of construction
traffic using Heathway that
causes concern.

Comments as
above
Comments as
above

Comments as
above

Noted

6.4

Local Residents

6.5

A summary of the consultation responses received from local residents, along
with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Summary of Comments
Officer’s comments
Objections
Previous permission was granted
Consideration of the proposed
on basis of deliveries being done
arrangements for the demolition
from Vanbrugh Park
and construction works is contained
with the Transport and Highways
section of the assessment below.
Concerns regarding impact on
access along Heathway during

Consideration of the proposed
arrangements for the demolition
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demolition and construction
works, including in emergency
situations

and construction works is contained
with the Transport and Highways
section of the assessment below.

Other plots in Heathway were
wider allowing construction
vehicles to park on the sites
themselves

Consideration of the proposed
arrangements for the demolition
and construction works is contained
with the Transport and Highways
section of the assessment below.
Plans suggest boundary wall with
Ownership is not a material planning
No. 77 would need to be removed. consideration and so is not
No agreement for this to happen
discussed within this report.
and wall is in ownership of No. 77.
The proposals represent
Consideration of the design and
overdevelopment of the site.
amount of development is contained
within the Design and Conservation
section of the assessment below.
Proposed dwelling would overlook Consideration of the impact of the
neighbouring properties
development in terms of
overlooking neighbouring properties
is contained within the
Neighbouring Amenity section of
the assessment below.
Proposed dwelling would harm the Consideration of the impact of the
character and appearance of the
proposals on the Blackheath
conservation area
Conservation Area is contained
within the Design and Conservation
section of the assessment below.
Proposed dwelling is taller and
Consideration of the amenity
projects further than other
impacts is contained within the
properties in the street and would Impact on Neighbouring Amenity
result in loss of daylight and
section of the assessment below.
sunlight to adjacent properties.
Proposed removal of trees would
Consideration of the tree works
alter the look and feel of the area
proposed is contained within the
and no explanation given for their Trees section of the assessment
loss.
below.
Support
Proposals would involve the
Noted.
creation of much-needed family
housing
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Proposed dwelling is well designed

Noted.

6.6 Internal Consultees
6.7 A summary of the consultation responses received from local residents, along
with the Officer comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Summary of Comments
Representation
Waste Services Raise no objection.
The proposals would meet the
requirements of M4(1).
The proposals would have minor
areas of non-compliance with
regard to M4(2):
Housing
Occupational
Therapists

• Parking space falls marginally
below the required size
• Parking space can be widened
to 3.281m, requirement is 3.3m
• No step-free access within
entrance storey
• Some halls / landings do not
have clear width of 0.9m

Officer’s
Comments
Noted.

Consideration of
these comments
is made within
‘Standard of
Accommodation’
part of the
assessment
section of this
report.

7.0

Planning Context

7.1

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (‘NPPF’) (2019);
• The London Plan (March 2021) - Full details of relevant policies refer to
Appendix 3;
• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014);
• Residential Extensions, Basements and Conversions Guidance
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) (December 2018);
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• Blackheath Conservation Area Appraisal (2013); and
• Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standards
(Department for Communities and Local Government – March 2015).
7.2

For full details of relevant policies, SPDs and guidance documents, please
refer to Appendix 3.

8.0

Planning Considerations

8.1

The planning considerations relevant to this application are as follows:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Principle of development
Design and Conservation
Standard of Accommodation
Impact on Neighbouring Amenity
Waste and Recycling
Transport and Highways
Trees
CIL

Principle of Development
8.2

When planning permission was originally granted in 2017 the application was
assessed against the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), The London Plan (2016), The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014), The Nationally Described Space
Standards (2015), The Mayor of London Housing SPG (2016) and the
Blackheath Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2013). Since the granting
of planning permission, the above policy framework remains in force except
that the 2016 London Plan was replaced in March this year by the 2021
London Plan.

8.3

In respect of land use, the NPPF sets out the need for new housing and that
the effective use of land should be promoted to meet the need for homes and
other uses.

8.4

When granting planning permission in 2017, the London Plan (2016)
acknowledged the pressing need for housing in London and identified
minimum housing targets for individual boroughs. For the Royal Borough of
Greenwich this consisted of a minimum of 26,850 dwellings between 2015
and 2025. The pressing need for new homes is still an identified issue in the
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2021 London Plan with Policy GG4 stating that to create a housing market
that works better for all Londoners, those involved in planning and
development must ensure that more homes are delivered. Due to the
continued pressing need for housing, Policy H1 of the 2021 London Plan has
set the Royal Borough of Greenwich a 10-year target for net housing
completions of 28,240 between 2019/20 and 2028/29.
8.5

To assist in meeting the net housing targets, Policy H2 of the 2021 London
Plan states that Borough’s should pro-actively support well-designed new
homes on small sites (below 0.25ha in size) and that of the 28,240 net
dwellings to be delivered, these sites should accommodate 3010 dwellings.

8.6

Whilst the above supersedes the housing targets as outlined in Policy H1 of
Core Strategy, the requirement that at least 99% of new homes are built on
brownfield land remain. It was accepted for planning application 16/0428/F
that the application site does not constitute brownfield land, and this remains
the case. Notwithstanding this it was considered for application 16/0428/F
that the principle of development in land use terms was acceptable as policy
did permitted a small proportion of new dwellings to be built on nonbrownfield land. Furthermore, the development would comply with the
established layout of Heathway, which is a street formed principally by the
gradual development of rear gardens (backland development) of large houses
that front Vanbrugh Park to the north and St. John’s Park to the south.

8.7

The layout of Heathway has not changed significantly since the grant of
planning permission in 2017, with the exception that planning permission has
been allowed for the redevelopment of Orchard Cottage as set out in the
Planning History Section of the report. As such it is still considered in land
use terms that there is no policy justification for why a dwellinghouse could
not be provided on the site, which is within an established residential area.

8.8

The principle of development is therefore acceptable subject to other
material planning considerations being met, such as creating a high-quality
design and an acceptable level of residential accommodation.
These matters are considered below in the report and include those matters
set out in Policy H(c) of the Core Strategy, which seeks to prevent
unacceptable residential developments on backland and infill sites. Backland
and infill development will only be acceptable where the following criteria are
met:
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i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

8.9

There is no unreasonable reduction in the amount of amenity space
enjoyed by existing residents, especially for those in houses with the
shared use of a garden;
There is no unreasonable loss of privacy from overlooking adjacent
houses and/or their back gardens (also see Policy DH(b));
There is no unreasonable increase in noise and disturbance from traffic
gaining access;
There is no significant loss of wildlife habitats, particularly trees or
shrubs which would adversely affect the appearance and character of
the area; and
The character of the area is maintained with particular regard to the
scale, design and density of the development.

An assessment of the proposals against the criteria of Policy H(c) will be
undertaken within the relevant sections, below.
Design

8.10 The site is within the Blackheath Conservation Area and the Buffer Zone to
the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site. Whilst the site itself does not
contain a locally listed building, it is within the setting of the locally listed No.
76 Vanbrugh Park (part of a group with Nos. 49 – 79 (consec.)). As such, it is
important to ensure that any developments preserve and enhance the
character and appearance of these designated and non-designated heritage
assets.
8.11 Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 requires special attention to be paid to the preservation and
enhancement of the character and appearance of conservation areas.
Chapter 16 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) identifies the
significance of heritage assets (which also includes World Heritage Sites) and
places an importance on their conservation. Paragraph 193 of the NPPF states
that when assessing planning applications affecting heritage assets, great
weight should be placed on their conservation. Paragraph 194 of the NPPF
states that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated heritage
asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development within its
setting), should require clear and convincing justification. Paragraph 196
states that where a development will lead to less than substantial harm to the
designated heritage asset this harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its optimum
viable use.
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8.12 When the development was previously considered Policy 7.8 of the 2016
London Plan related to Conservation Areas and stated that development
affecting heritage assets and their settings should conserve their significance,
by being sympathetic to their form, scale, materials and architectural details.
Under the 2021 London Plan the comparable policy is HC1. This states that:
Development proposals affecting heritage assets, and their settings, should conserve
their significance, by being sympathetic to the assets’ significance and appreciation
within their surroundings. The cumulative impacts of incremental change from
development on heritage assets and their settings should be actively managed.
Development proposals should avoid harm and identify enhancement opportunities
by integrating heritage conservations early on in the design process.
8.13 Core strategy Policy DH3 and DH(h) remain in force and relate to the
preservation of heritage assets. Specifically, DH(h)(i) states that:
Planning permission will only be granted for proposals which pay special attention to
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the Conservation Area. The
local scale, the established pattern of development and landscape, building form and
materials will be taken into account.
8.14 In terms of the Buffer Zone to the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site,
when considering the previous application Policy 7.10 of the 2016 London
Plan required development to protect World Heritage Sites, including any
buffer zones. Policy HC2 of the 2021 London Plan is the comparable policy
and again seeks to ensure that development proposals protect World
Heritage Sites, including any buffer zones. In particular development should
not compromise the ability to appreciate their Outstanding Universal Value,
or the authenticity and integrity of their attributes.
8.15 Within the Core Strategy Policies DH3 and DH4 also seek to protect and
enhance the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage Site.
8.16 As already stated, 49-79 Vanbrugh Park are local listed buildings. In this
regard Paragraph 197 of the NPPF states that a balanced judgement should be
made having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of
the heritage asset. Policy DH(j) of the Core Strategy states that substantial
weight will be given to protecting and conserving the particular characteristics
that account for the designation of locally listed buildings.
8.17 Whilst it is acknowledged that 2016 London Plan has been replaced by the
2021 London Plan, this change has not resulted in any material change in
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planning policy regarding heritage and conservation since the previous
application was approved.
8.18 In terms of general design the previous consent was assessed against the 2016
London Plan Policy 7.4 and Core Strategy Policy DH1. London Plan Policy
7.4 required development to have regard to the from, function, and structure
of an area, place or street and the scale, amss and orientation of the
surrounding buildings. This has been replaced by Policies D3 and D4 of the
2021 London Plan. Policy DH3 sets out that all development must make the
best use of land by following a design-led approach that optimises the capacity
of site. The policy then sets out how this is to be achieved in terms of form
and layout and quality and character. Policy D4 sets out the tools available to
the Local Planning Authority to achieve the aims of Policy D3, but it is
acknowledged that the use of these tools needs to be proportionate to the
scale of development proposed.
8.19 Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy states that requires all developments to be
of a high quality of design and demonstrate that they positively contribute to
the improvement of the built and natural environments. To achieve a high
quality of design, all developments are expected to provide a positive
relationship between the proposed and existing urban context by taking
account of; the architecture of the surrounding buildings; and the scale,
height, bulk and massing of the adjacent townscape.
8.20 To set the context for the current proposals, it is important to understand
the nature of Heathway. Historically, Heathway was an informal back lane for
the properties on Vanbrugh Park and St Johns Park but the lane developed
over time through the construction of many houses on back-garden /
backland plots. This position is set out in the Blackheath Conservation Area
Character Appraisal, which also acknowledged that Heathway has no historic
significance other than the coach house and the Little House. As has been set
out earlier in the report the Coach House was re-developed under
application 14/3682/F. Accordingly, this development of Heathway has
resulted in a mixture of building forms and styles being deemed acceptable
and to not harm the character and appearance of the Blackheath
Conservation Area, the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site or adjacent
locally listed buildings. Accordingly, the principle of a contemporary
development has been established along Heathway. This same acceptability
applies to the application proposals, which are considered to comply with the
relevant design and conservation policies and would not have an adverse
impact on the character and appearance of the Blackheath Conservation
Area, the buffer zone to the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site or the
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locally listed buildings. Any potential harm would be off-set by the public
benefit of a new dwelling.
8.21 The current proposals are predominantly unchanged from those which were
granted under the Previous Permission (ref. 16/0428/F). The changes involve
slight variations to the design and finish of the proposed dwelling and a
marginal decrease in the size of the site due to the removal of an access route
to Vanbrugh Park via No. 76 Vanbrugh Park which was included within the
site boundary of the Previous Permission. Changes to the ownership of the
site, and associated updates to the Land Registry for the property, mean that
this access route is no longer available and has accordingly been omitted from
the submitted drawings.
8.22 With regard to the removal of the access route, objections have been
received which raise concerns that the reduced site area results in the
proposed dwelling constituting overdevelopment of the site, with the
objections stating that the resulting density of the site would be unacceptable.
From a comparison of the submitted drawings from the Previous Permission
and the current application, it can be seen that the omitted access route had
a width of 0.9m and went from the rear of the currently proposed northern
boundary of the site to Vanbrugh Park. The narrowness of the access route
means that it could not be reasonable said to contribute to the overall
footprint of the plot and, therefore, it is considered that its omission does
not materially change the size of the site.
8.23 Notwithstanding the above, the new London Plan has removed the ‘density
matrix’ which was contained within the previous London Plan and which
provided an estimation of acceptable density for a site based on a
combination of its general location type and it’s PTAL rating. Instead, the new
London Plan identifies that a ‘design-led’ approach should be taken in
ascertaining the appropriate density of a site. In the case of the application
site, the proposals relate to a single detached dwelling in an area which is
characterised by a mixture of detached and semi-detached properties of a
comparable overall scale and design. Whilst it is acknowledged that the width
of the application site is quite narrow, this is not dissimilar to other plots
within Heathway, particularly on the northern side of the street.
8.24 This was also acknowledged as part of the assessment of the previous
consent, with the report considered by the committee stating at paragraph
12.2:
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In terms of the plot width it is acknowledged that the application site is relatively
narrow and as a result the footprint of the building extends up to the boundary.
However, this is not a ground on which planning permission van be refused as there
are examples of other properties on the north side of Heathway that either extend
right up to or nearly take up the full width of the site. Indeed, the characteristic of
the plot sizes along Heathway is that on the south side the individual plots are
generally more generous in size with properties being detached, whilst those on the
north side are more compact with properties being main semi-detached or laid out
as a terrace (Hatfield Court)
8.25 Accordingly, it is considered that the proposed building remains acceptable
within the plot and has been sensitively designed to work within the available
space. Consideration of the design is made within the paragraphs below but,
to summarise, it is considered that the proposed dwelling represents an
acceptable scale and quantum of development for the site.
8.26 As with the previously permission in terms of scale and bulk from Heathway,
the proposed development would appear as a two and half storey property
with a maximum height of 7.7 metres. The visual appearance of the building
height would be minimised when viewed from Heathway due to the top floor
being set back by 4.9 metres from the front of the property and as the
proposed dwelling itself would be set back from the edge of Heathway by
approximately 5.6 metres at the closest point. The set-back area of the top
floor is proposed to be used as a private terrace with 1.4m glass balustrading
around the three open sides.
8.27 The paragraphs below set out the minor variations in the design of the
current proposals to those within the Previous Permission.
8.28 Figure 2 (below) shows the differences between the currently proposed front
elevation (right) in comparison to that which was approved under the
Previous Permission (left).
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Previous Permission
(ref. 16/0428/F)

Figure 2

Current
Proposals

8.29 As can be seen from the above images and from the submitted drawings from
both applications, the overall scale, bulk and massing of the current proposals
remain predominantly unchanged from the previous permission. The key
noticeable difference is the proposed omission of the projecting window
surround which was contained within the previous proposals, along with the
associated reduction in the width of the windows on this elevation. Other
changes are the removal of the fence in front of the front door; a slight
increase in the height of the proposed glass balustrading at part-second floor
level; a redesigned front door; and an increased number of solar panels. It is
noted that the increase in the height of the glass balustrade is to address the
issues raised at committee for the previous application regarding overlooking
and privacy to the Little House.
8.30 It is considered that the slight alterations to the design represent an
improvement over the previous permission as the positioning and
proportions of the various features result in a more uniform arrangement.
The removal of the window surround is particularly welcomed. It is prudent
to note that whilst the number of solar panels proposed (eight) is an increase
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over those approved under the previous permission (six), the panels would
be set at a low angle as shown in the submitted side elevation drawings and
so would be almost entirely hidden from street level. The proposed opaque
1.6m balustrade would be materially unchanged over the previous situation.
8.31 A raised lightwell is proposed to be incorporated into the design of the front
elevation. The lightwell would be an acceptable feature and would sit
approximately 0.6m above ground floor level, would have a width of 2.9m and
a depth of 1.3m.
8.32 At the rear of the proposed house, the maximum height would be 8.9 metres
due to the excavation works associated with the proposed lower ground
floor level. The ground floor would project 7.0 metres beyond the rear wall
of The Little Coach House, with the first-floor projecting 3.7 metres and the
second floor 2.7 metres. These measurements remain unchanged from the
previous permission and would give the rear elevation a stepped appearance,
which would assist in reducing its overall height and bulk.
8.33 Figure 3 (below) shows the differences between the design of the rear
elevation as approved under the Previous Permission and what is now
proposed under the current application.
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Previous Permission
(ref. 16/0428/F)

Figure 3

Current
Proposals

8.34 As can be seen from a comparison of the drawings, the current proposals
remain predominantly unchanged from those within the Previous Permission.
The key changes are the removal of the projecting element at first floor and a
slight redesign of the projecting element at second floor level. Also, the height
of the ground floor has been reduced from 3.6m to 3.4m. As stated
previously in relation to the front elevation, the number of solar panels at
roof level is also increased from six to eight but these would be set at a low
angle to be most effective. The only other change is the addition of rainwater
pipes though it is noted that no rainwater pipes were shown on any of the
drawings for the Previous Permission when it can reasonably be concluded
that these would be required.
8.35 It is considered that the minor changes between the Previous Permission and
the current proposals would not result in any changes to the conclusions
reached within the assessment of the Previous Permission i.e. that the
proposals were acceptable. Notwithstanding this, the proposals are
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considered acceptable in design terms irrespective of the presence of a
previous similar proposal.
8.36 As with the previous application the proposed development incorporates a
basement level. Within adopted planning policy there is no presumption
against the provision of a basement level. In design terms, the Council’s
Residential Extension, Basement and Conversion SPD provides guidance on
basement developments in respect of their scale, depth and character and
appearance.
8.37 The proposed basement level is modest in its size, having a floor area of
approximately 37sqm and being single storey in depth. The basement level
would be to the front of the property with a small glazed lightwell virtually
flush with ground level. Overall the proposed basement level is proportionate
in terms of its size and scale and would not have any adverse impact on the
character and appearance of the area.
8.38 With regard to the proposed material palette of dark grey / brown bricks,
anthracite grey aluminium window and door frames and zinc cladding, it is
considered that these would give the development a high-quality finish
appropriate for its sensitive setting within the buffer zone to the Maritime
Greenwich World Heritage Site and the Blackheath Conservation Area, as
well as the setting of the locally listed No. 76 Vanbrugh Park.
8.39 A detached bin store is proposed to be constructed within the front driveway
area of the property. The store would be constructed from cedar slats and
posts and would have a height of 1.3m, a width of 0.9m and a depth of 2.3m.
It is considered that the store would be of an acceptable scale and appearance
for the plot and would not harm the character and appearance of the
Blackheath Conservation Area.
8.40 A wooden bike store is proposed to be installed within the private rear
garden of the property. No specific details of the store have been provided
but an area is shown which would accommodate two cycles. As the store is
likely to be entirely hidden from public vantage points, it is considered that it
is acceptable in design terms.
8.41 On the basis of the above, it is considered that the proposals would preserve
the character and appearance of the Blackheath Conservation Area, the
buffer zone to the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site and the setting
of the locally listed No. 76 Vanbrugh Park. The proposals would therefore
accord with Policies D3, D4, HC1 and HC2 of the 2021 London Plan, Policies
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DH1, DH3, DH4, DH(h) and DH(j) of the Core Strategy and the Blackheath
Conservation Area Appraisal (2013) and are acceptable in design terms.
Standard of Accommodation
Size of Dwelling
8.42 When assessing the previous application Policy 3.5 of the 2016 London Plan
required all housing developments to be of the highest quality internally,
externally. To achieve this table 3.3 of Policy 3.5 and the Nationally
Described Space Standards set out the required space standards. The above
requirements were supported by Policy H5 of the Core Strategy.
8.43 For the current application the Nationally Describe Space Standards remain in
place with Policy D6 and table 3.1 of the 2021 London Plan also relevant. The
proposals relate to the construction of a 3-bedroom 6-person residential
house (Class C3) spread over two and a half above-ground floors and a
basement. An assessment of the proposed dwelling in terms of the required
space standards are set out in the below table.
Unit
Type

Room
Overall Floor
Area (GIA)
Floor to ceiling
height

Three
Storey
House
(3b/6p)
Bedroom 1
(Double)
Bedroom 2
(Double)
Bedroom 3
(Double)

Policy
Requirement
108sqm
2.3m for at least
75% of gross
internal area
(Nationally
Described Space
Standards)

Size
180sqm

Pass /
Fail
Pass

2.5m for
100%

Pass

2.5m for at least
75% of gross
internal area
(London Plan)
11.5sqm

17.9sqm

Pass

11.5sqm

16.9sqm

Pass

11.5sqm

18.7sqm
(24.6sqm

Pass
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Built-in storage

2.5sqm

with ensuite)
Considerably Pass
exceeds
requirement

8.44 As shown in the above table, the proposed house would accord with, and in
some instances considerably exceed, the minimal internal space standards of
the London Plan and Nationally Described Space Standards.
Outlook, Light, Privacy and Noise
8.45 Policy D3 of the 2021 London Plan requires development to deliver
appropriate outlook, privacy and amenity for prospective occupiers. This is
further supported by Policy D6(c) and (d), which relates to the creation of
dual aspect units and the provision of sufficient daylight and sunlight. Standard
29 of the Mayor of London's Housing SPG (2016) states that developments
should minimise the number of single aspect dwellings. Standard 32 of the
SPG states that all homes should provide for direct sunlight to enter at least
one habitable room for part of the day. Standard 28 of the SPG states that
design proposals should demonstrate how habitable rooms within each
dwelling are provided with an adequate level of privacy in relation to
neighbouring property, the street and other public spaces.
8.46 The above is supported by Policy H5 of the Core Strategy, which states that
the quality of new housing should meet the standards of the Housing SPG.
Policy H5 also confirms the Council’s presumption against single-aspect north
facing units and a presumption in favour of dual-aspect units, where possible.
8.47 The proposed dwelling would contain windows on the northern and southern
elevations at all levels (excluding basement level), as well as some roof lights.
It is considered that the proposed windows and roof lights would be a
considerable distance from any neighbouring properties or other structures
and would benefit from a reasonable level of daylight and sunlight being able
to penetrate into the property. Similarly, it is considered that due to the
locations of the windows relative to adjacent properties, they would not
suffer from overlooking or privacy issues or a poor outlook.
8.48 On the basis of the above, it is considered that the proposed dwelling would
benefit from a good standard of accommodation in terms of outlook, levels of
daylight and sunlight and privacy. Accordingly, the proposals would accord
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with Policies D3 and D6 of the London Plan, the Mayors Housing SPD and
Policy H5 of the Core Strategy.
Private Amenity Space
8.49 As with the previous proposal Policy H5 of the Core Strategy states that
family housing should normally have direct access to a private garden and that
a minimum of 50m2 of garden space should be provided in houses of up to 3
bedrooms. This significantly exceeds the private amenity space requirements
of both Policy D6 of the 2021 London Plan and Standard 26 of the Mayor’s
Housing SPG (2016).
8.50 The submitted documentation shows that the proposed dwelling would
contain a private rear garden with terrace area, covering a total area of
approximately 83.0sqm. In addition, a front roof terrace at second floor level
would cover 17.4sqm and a balcony to the rear would cover 4.9sqm, thereby
providing a total of approximately 105.3sqm of private amenity space.
8.51 The type and size of the proposed private amenity space is therefore
considered to be acceptable in line with the above policies and guidance.
Accessibility
8.52 Policy D5 of the 2021 London Plan requires development proposals to
achieve the highest standards of accessible and inclusive design. This is further
expanded upon under Policy D7, which requires compliance with Building
Regulations requirement M4(2). At the local level, Policy H5 of the Core
Strategy supports the principles of inclusive living environment and Policy
DH1 of the Core Strategy requires all new developments to achieve
accessible and inclusive environments.
8.53 The Council’s Occupational Therapist has reviewed the proposals and has
confirmed that the proposals generally accord with the requirements of M4(2)
but with some minor areas of non-compliance. These relate to the proposed
car parking space falling slightly below the required size; the potential widened
parking space being below the 3.3m requirement; the property not having
step-free access within the entrance storey; and, some halls / landings within
the dwelling not having a clear width of 0.9m.
8.54 In relation to these areas of non-compliance, the applicant has provided a
justification document (dated 25/11/2020) and from reviewing this document
it is considered that, on balance, the minor areas of non-compliance are
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outweighed by the benefits of the proposed development; namely, the
introduction of a family unit in an established residential area.
8.55 Accordingly, a condition has been added to the draft decision notice which
would require the development to be compliant with M4(1) ‘Visitable
Dwellings’ which is the level below M4(2).
Impact on Neighbouring Amenity
8.56 Policy DH(b) of the Core Strategy states that developments will only be
permitted where it can be demonstrated that the proposal does not cause an
unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers by reducing the amount of
daylight, sunlight or privacy they enjoy or result in an un-neighbourly sense of
enclosure. This is supported by London Plan Policy D6, which requires the
design of development to provide sufficient daylight and sunlight to new and
surrounding housing that is appropriate for its context, whilst avoiding
overheating, minimising overshadowing and maximising the usability of outside
amenity space.
8.57 It is considered that the relevant properties for the consideration of amenity
impacts are Nos. 75, 76, 77 Vanbrugh Park, No. 3 Heathway, The Little Coach
House and The Little House. All other properties are considered to be a
sufficient distance from the application site.
Nos. 75, 76, 77 Vanbrugh Park
8.58 With regard to the Vanbrugh Park properties, it was noted for the previous
application that these properties are set approximately 31m away from the
application site as a result of the long rear gardens. This back to back
distance would be maintained and, accordingly, it is considered that the
introduction of the proposed dwelling would not give rise to any significant
adverse impacts on the amenity enjoyed by the residents of Nos. 75, 76 and
77 Vanbrugh Park by way of loss of daylight, sunlight, privacy or outlook or
increased overshadowing, overlooking, overbearing or sense of enclosure. As
with the previous application it is acknowledged the rear garden of 77
Vanbrugh Park has not been developed and the proposed development could
have some impact on the bottom section of this garden. However, due to the
overall size and extent of the garden belonging to this property any impact is
considered not to be sufficient to warrant the refusal of planning permission.
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No. 3 Heathway
8.59 Similarly, it is considered that No. 3 Heathway would not be unduly affected
by the proposals. This is, in part, due to No. 3 being located to the west of
the application site and this property being separated from the application site
by the rear garden of No. 77. Furthermore the proposed dwelling would not
contain any windows in the western flank wall which faces towards No. 3.
Whilst it is noted that some slight overlooking may occur from the proposed
first floor rear balcony, it is considered that this would be largely mitigated by
the separation distance and the proposed opaque balustrade on this side of
the balcony. Accordingly, it is considered that the proposals would not give
rise to any significant adverse amenity impacts on No. 3 Heathway.
The Little Coach House
8.60 With regard to The Little Coach House, it is considered that the proposals
would not give rise to any material loss of privacy or increased overlooking
for the residents of the adjacent property. This is as the proposed flank wall
facing the property would not contain any windows. Whilst it is acknowledged
that the proposed rear balcony would allow for some overlooking into the
rear garden of the neighbouring property, it is noted that this would be
reduced as the balcony is set off the boundary and through the use of opaque
glazing for the balustrade. The remaining level of overlooking is considered to
not be over and above what would be reasonable to expect from upper floor
windows in the rear elevation of a property.
8.61 Similarly, whilst it is noted that the proposed front roof terrace would be
located in close proximity to the existing roof light in the western roof slope
of The Little Coach House, it is considered that there would not be an
unacceptable level of overlooking from the terrace due to the balustrade and
the line of sight.
8.62 When the previous application was considered the impact of the front terrace
area in terms of overlooking and privacy was an issue and was debated at
length. However, the issue of concern was in respect of overlooking to the
Little House on the opposite site of Heathway rather than the Little Coach
House. The committee was satisfied that there would be no impact on the
Little Coach House. As such the Committee in granting planning permission
amended the relevant planning condition so that the balustrade would be set
back 3m from the front building line and that its height would be increased to
1.6m. It is, therefore, considered that the conclusions reached within the
assessment of the Previous Proposals remain applicable in that the proposed
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front roof terrace would not result in a material loss of privacy or increased
overlooking into the Little Coach House.
8.63 As the proposed dwelling would be located to the west of The Little Coach
House and would be set behind the front building line of the adjacent
property, it is considered that its introduction would not give rise to any
significant adverse loss of daylight and sunlight for the residents of The Little
Coach House. Whilst it noted that the proposed dwelling would extend
beyond the rear building line of The Little Coach House by 7.0 metres, the
sunken ground floor element would be almost entirely hidden and, therefore,
the visual projection would only equate to approximately 3.6 metres.
8.64 A Daylight and Sunlight Assessment (‘DSA’) (prepared by T16 Design Ltd and
dated January 2016) has been submitted as part of the application. Whilst it is
noted that the DSA is the same document which was submitted for the
previous permission, it is considered that it remains applicable since the
overall bulk, scale, massing and positioning of the proposed dwelling remains
almost entirely unchanged in the current proposals.
8.65 The DSA contained modelling of the current dwelling at The Little Coach
House which had not been constructed at the point of the time of the
document. However, from a review of the DSA against the approved
drawings of The Little Coach House and the physical building as seen from
online mapping, it is considered that the model accurately captures the form
and positioning of The Little Coach House.
8.66 The DSA uses a Vertical Sky Component (VSC) method of assessment, which
the BRE guidelines recommend that windows should be no less than 80% of
its former value, to avoid a noticeable loss of light. The DSA shows that each
of the assessed windows within The Little Coach House (Nos. 4 – 7, see
pages 9 and 10 of the DSA) would all retain above 82% of the VSC, thereby
according with the BRE recommendations.
8.67 The DSA also contains an assessment of the Annual Probable Sunlight Hours
(APSH), which calculates the number of hours of direct sun falling on a surface
over a given period. The BRE guidance states that windows should continue
to receive in excess of 80% of their pre-development value, or 25% of
available hours over the year, and 5% of hours in winter to be considered well
sunlit. The BRE guidance also states that only windows which face within 90°
of south need to be assessed for sunlight. Accordingly, only one window in
The Little House Coach (Window 4) needs to be assessed for APSH and the
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results on page 11 of the DSA show that the window would retain 87.80% of
sunlight over the whole year and 99.87% in the window months.
8.68 On the basis of the above, it is considered that the submitted DSA
demonstrates that the proposed house would not result in an adverse loss of
daylight or sunlight for the residents of The Little Coach House.
The Little House
8.69 The Little House is located on the opposite side of Heathway to the
application site and to the south of the application site. As such the proposed
development would not have any impact in terms of a loss of daylight or
sunlight.
8.70 A 10m separation distance would existing between the application site and the
Little House. As with the previous application it is considered that the
proposed development, due to the extent of the set back at second floor
level, the set back of the property as a whole, and the angled position of the
proposed dwelling, would not result in any significant adverse increase in
sense of enclosure.
8.71 In terms of overlooking and a loss of privacy, the first-floor window at the
front of the proposed property would be a bedroom window. Although a
bedroom is a habitable room, its use is mainly at night and any overlooking
from this window would therefore be limited.
8.72 As discussed above the impact of the balcony area at the front of the
property was discussed at length when planning permission was previously
granted with condition 21 amended so that the glass balustrade was to have a
height of 1.6m, be obscured glazed and set back 3m from the front building of
the approved house.
8.73 The amendment to this condition was the subject of an appeal (ref.
APP/E5330/W/17/3179820). The outcome of the appeal was that the
Inspector found that the bulk of the wording in condition 21, in respect of the
height of the glass balustrade and it being obscured glazed, was necessary and
reasonable to protect the living environment of the adjacent properties.
However, the Inspector did not agree that the balustrade needed to be set
back 3m to prevent overlooking. In light of the conclusions reached by the
Planning Inspector the current proposal would retain the obscured balustrade
at a height of 1.6, but without a setback, which is considered acceptable.
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8.74 It is therefore considered that the amenity enjoyed by the residents of The
Little House would not be unduly affected by the proposed house.
Construction Works
8.75 Core Strategy Policy E(a) states that planning permission will not normally be
granted where a proposed development would have a significant adverse
impact on the amenities of adjacent occupiers as a result of unacceptable
emissions of noise, light, vibrations, odours, fumes, dust, water and soil
pollutants.
8.76 With regards to basement developments the Council’s Residential Extensions,
Basement and Conversions Guidance SPD states that all planning applications
which involve basement development should be accompanied by a Basement
Impact Assessment (BIA) to assess the impact of the proposals upon the
dwelling, neighbouring properties and the environment. In addition to a BIA
the application has also been accompanied by a Basement Construction
Method Statement as well as Construction Method Statement for the
development as a whole.
8.77 It is accepted that in all development there will be some level of disturbance
during construction. Whilst this is the case noise and disturbance associated
with building works are temporary and can be controlled by appropriate
planning conditions to ensure that any impact is kept to an acceptable level.
8.78 Within the construction method statements the applicant has set out the
project time scale and phases for the development as (57 weeks) and
confirmed that the hours of operation at the site would be:
Monday to Friday – 9am to 6pm
Saturday – 8am to 2pm
Sunday and Bank Holidays – No working
No works on site will be permitted or carried out outside these hours.
8.79 The above standard hours are generally those supported by Environmental
Health except for Saturday working ceasing at 1pm. The construction
method statements also set out details in respect of dust, noise and vibration
and would be secured via planning conditions.
8.80 In regard to the BIA this has been produced by GabrielGeo Consulting who
provide a comprehensive ground engineering service, including planning
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related reports such as BIA. The BIA that has been submitted has been
prepared by a suitably qualified professional and addresses matters in respect
of the sites geology, hydrological setting (surface water and ground water),
ground investigation and an impact assessment of the proposed works,
including monitoring. The application site is also in an area at low risk of
flooding (Flood Zone 1). It is acknowledged that the BIA was produced in
April 2018 and whilst it is unlikely that there has been any material change
since its preparation it is recommended that an up to date BIA is secured by a
planning condition.
8.81 On the basis of the above, it is considered that the proposals would comply
with Policy E(a) of the Core Strategy and can therefore be supported on
amenity grounds.
Waste and Recycling
8.82 Policy SI 7of the 2021 London Plan promote the reuse and recycling of waste
materials, and work towards zero biodegradable or recyclable waste to
landfill. Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy requires developments to
demonstrate on-site waste management including evidence of waste
reduction, use of recycled materials and dedicated recyclable waste storage
space.
8.83 The submitted documentation shows that a refuse and recycling store is
proposed to be installed within the front driveway area of the property. The
store is considered acceptable in design terms (see design section) and would
be of a size which could contain the following:
•
•
•

1 x 240 litre green-topped wheeled bin for food and garden waste.
1 x 240 litre blue-topped wheeled bin for mixed dry recyclables.
1 x 240 litre black-topped wheelie bin for refuse.

8.84 The submitted drawings and information for the proposed store have been
reviewed with the Council’s Waste Strategy Officer who has stated that the
proposed arrangements are acceptable and therefore raised no objection.
8.85 In light of the above, it is considered that the proposals are acceptable in
waste and recycling terms and would accord with Policy SI 7 of the 2021
London Plan and Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy.
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Transport and Highways
Car Parking
8.86 Policy T6 of the 2021 London Plan seeks to minimise the reliance on the
private car, with Policy T6.1 setting out the parking standards for residential
development. In this regards The Royal Borough of Greenwich is classified as
an Inner London Authority and on that basis the London Plan sets out that a
site with a PTAL of between 3 and 4, up to 0.25 parking spaces per dwelling
should be provided.
8.87 At the local level, Policy IM(c) of the Core Strategy requires developments to
provide the minimum level of car and cycle parking in line with the standards
set out in the London Plan.
8.88 The proposal would deliver a single parking space to the front of the dwelling.
Whilst this is above the maximum threshold set out by the London Plan it is
not physically possible to only provide 0.25 space for a single dwelling
development. In light of this it is considered acceptable in this instance to
support the provision of a single parking space as part of the proposed
development.
Cycle Parking
8.89 Policy T5 of the 2021 London Plan states that the Mayor is committed to
cycling in London and to improve the experience of cycling by providing safe
and attractive routes that encourage people to cycle more frequently. Table
10.2 of the London Plan requires two long-stay cycle parking spaces for units
with two or more bedrooms.
8.90 The submitted documentation states that a secure cycle store is proposed to
be installed in the rear garden of the proposed dwelling. The submitted Bike
Store Plan (ref. 1097-E2-0553 Rev. PL01) shows that the store would be of a
size which would be able to accommodate two bicycles. Accordingly, the
proposed cycle parking provision is considered acceptable. Whilst the
position of the cycle store at the rear of the property will require the
transporting of the bicycle through the property, it is considered that the
predominantly open-plan layout of the ground floor would mean that this
process would be straightforward for the user.
8.91 The provision of the cycle storage would be secured via the imposition of a
planning condition.
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Demolition and Construction Works
8.92 As outlined within Section 6 of this report, a key concern raised by objectors
relates to the potential impact on Heathway during the demolition and
construction work associated with the proposed development.
8.93 Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that developments may only be refused on
highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety,
or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.
8.94 Policy T7 of the 2021 London Plan relates to delivers, servicing and
construction work. This requires Construction Logistic Plans to be
developed in a way which reflects the scale and complexities of developments
and that during the construction phase of development, inclusive and save
access for people walking or cycling should be prioritised and maintained at all
times.
8.95 The application has been accompanied by a Basement Construction Method
Statement and a Construction Method Statement. These documents outline
the project time scale and phases for the development as 57 weeks and the
measures to be installed to minimise disruption along Heathway. It is
considered that these documents provide a considerable amount of
information relating to the proposed development; far greater than is typical
for a development of this size. This is in part due to the complexities of the
site, that previous submission to discharge the construction method
statement conditions attached to the previous consent were refused and in
light of concerns raised by residents.
8.96 The complexities of the site are due to Heathway being a narrow, unmade
private road and that due to the restricted nature of the site deliveries to the
site will need to take place on the road itself. To address this a traffic
management strategy has been sent out, which includes the following:
i.

All vehicles will enter Heathway from Stratheden Road and exist onto
Vanbrugh Park;

ii.

All deliveries to the site will be scheduled a minimum of 24 hours in
advice and provided with a +/- 10 minute arrival slot;

iii

Notification of arrival at site 15 minutes before delivery. This will
enable the banksman to be in place (see point 7 below);
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iv.

Where a vehicle is delated and is due to miss a delivery slot, the
delivery will be re-schedules;

v.

A weekly summary of proposed deliveries and collections will be
displayed at the site entrance;

vi.

The site manager will ensure that local residents are informed of the
delivery and collections schedules for the site;

vii.

Direct discussions will also be had with the site manager for the
development at Orchard Cottage so as to avoid clashes with that site;

viii.

All deliveries and collections will be overseen by a banksman who will
meet arriving vehicles and oversee their movement along Heathway;

ix.

Should an emergency vehicle require access then operations shall cease
and the vehicle will move out of Heathway under the banksman
control, to aloow emergency vehicles access and return when the road
is clear;

x.

Deliveries will be schedules to be between the hours of 10am and 3pm
Monday to Friday and 10am to 12 noon on Saturdays to avoid peak
traffic times;

xi.

Neighbour Liaison will be set up and consist of a letter drop to the
neighbouring residential properties informing them of the works and
key contacts and arrange a meeting with the local community groups to
disucss the project, programme of works, timings and key dates to
minimise the impact of the development; and

xii.

A complaints procedure will be put in place.

8.97 The construction method statements identify that the proposed works would
be split into five phases. For each of the phases, the construction method
statement sets out the average number of vehicles which are anticipated to
arrive at the site per day and how long the vehicles are to be on the site for.
This is set out in the table, below:
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Construction Programme
Phase
(No. of
Weeks)
Phase 1
3
Phase 2
10
Phase 3
16
Phase 4
20
Phase 5
8

Max.
Vehicles
Per Day
2
6
4
2
2

Anticipated
Time Per
Visit
15 mins.
10 mins.
20 mins.
10 mins.
15 mins.

Total
Time Per
Day
30 mins.
60 mins.
80 mins.
20 mins.
30 mins.

8.98 As can be seen from the above table, Phase 2 would result in the most
vehicles arriving at the site per day at 6 with the anticipated time per visit
being 10 minutes or 60 minutes across the whole day. Phase 3 is anticipated
to have the longest cumulative time per day of vehicles being present on the
site at 80 minutes (one hour and twenty minutes) across the day. The
construction method statements also outline the types of vehicles that will
come to the site (Grab Truck, Midi Skip, Readymix Delivery Truck, 7.5 tonnes
flatbed rigid and light goods vehicles including transit vans), which will have a
maximum width of 2.6m. Evidence submitted from surrounding residents
show that at the application site, the road itself has a width of 2.8m.
8.99 To ensure that the mitigation measures set out within the CMS and BCMS are
carried out, the documents are contained within the list of approved
documents and would be secured via a planning condition.
8.100 Notwithstanding the above, it is noted that a number of objections have been
received which state that the ownership of Heathway is split between the
relevant properties along Heathway. Accordingly, the objections state that the
use of Heathway for the construction works would be in laws outside the
scope of the planning system. For the purposes of the clarity, the legal status
and ownership of Heathway is not a material planning consideration and has,
therefore, not been considered as part of the assessment of this application.
Should permission be granted, the applicant would need to seek the relevant
permissions for the use of Heathway for the works, as it is assumed was done
in respect of the development of the Little Coach House, 9-11 Heathway and
Orchard Cottage.
8.101 Objections have also been raised that when planning permission was
previously granted under application 16/0428/F it was expected that all
deliveries associated with the development would take place from Vanbrugh
Park and utilise the side entrance belonging to No.76. Whether this was the
case or not within the documents submitted for this application there is no
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reference to this nor was it a requirement of the planning condition. The
current applicant has also provided photographic evidence to show that the
width of the access to the side of No.76 is approximately 780mm and that it is
not feasible to us this.
8.102 In light of the above and as the construction period associated with a
development is only temporary, it is considered that short-term impacts on
Heathway would not constitute a severe impact on the road or the wider
surrounding road network. Similarly, the temporary use of Heathway in line
with the submitted Construction Method Statement for construction vehicles
would not result in any undue risks to highways safety over and above that
which is experienced from typical use of the street.
Trees
8.103 Policy G7 of the 2021 London Plan states that existing trees of value are
retained and where it is necessary to remove trees adequate replacements
should be provided.
8.104 Policy OS(f) of the Core Strategy outlines that development proposals will be
expected to take account of ecological factors, in particular paying attention
to the need for, amongst other things, the retention of trees and the
protection and enhancement of natural and ecological features. This is
supported by Policy DH1.
8.105 The applicant has submitted an Arboricultural Method Statement (‘AMS’)
(dated 13/12/2019 and prepared by J.L.Denney). The AMS states that to
facilitate construction works associated with the proposals, it would be
necessary to undertake a crown lift to 3.0m on the existing Silver Birch tree
contained within the adjacent property at No. 77 Vanbrugh Park. The
proposed lift and pruning works are identified as being required to mitigate
against damage to the tree. In addition, the submitted BCMS and CMS state
that temporary barriers and screens will be erected around the Silver Birch
during construction works to ensure that the tree is suitably protected. The
Council’s Tree Officer confirmed that the proposed protection arrangements
are acceptable.
8.106 The AMS also makes reference to the Arboricultural Impact Assessment
(‘AIA’) (prepared by D F Clark Bionomique Ltd and dated 7/10/15) which was
originally submitted with the previous permission. The AIA was submitted
again for the current application as the proposed tree works contained within
it remain applicable here. The AIA outlines that a total of five trees (Nos. T2
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– T6) are proposed to be felled to facilitate the proposed development. Trees
T2 – T5 are identified as Category C trees (low quality and value) and T6 is
said to be Category B (moderate quality and value). The loss of the trees was
found to be acceptable under the previous permission and a condition was
added to that permission requiring details of replacement trees within the
remainder of the site. The AIA states that the contents were only valid for 12
months following the date of the report. Accordingly, the applicant was
required to commission an update document, prepared by Bourne to Garden
Limited and dated 26/01/2021. The update letter confirms that the
conclusions of the original AIA remain applicable but that tree T8 was not
accounted for at the Arboriculturists site visit.
8.107 Notwithstanding the previous acceptability of the proposed works, the
Council’s Tree Officer has reviewed the proposals and has confirmed that
they remain acceptable, subject to the tree protection and ground works
being conditioned, as well as conditions for landscaping works. The Tree
Officer has also confirmed that the replacement tree (a Field Maple), as
previously approved under application ref. 20/0063/SD (associated with the
previous permission) should be provided. Accordingly, the same details have
been submitted as part of the current application and a condition has been
added to the draft decision notice accordingly.
8.108 In light of the above, it is considered that the proposals are acceptable and
would not result in an unacceptable loss of, or damage to, any existing trees
on the site.
CIL
8.109 The development is liable for the Mayor’s Community Infrastructure Levy 2
and for the Royal Borough of Greenwich Community Infrastructure Levy.
9.0

Conclusion

9.1

The proposed development is considered acceptable with regard to the
considerations made within this report.

9.2

Based on the above, it is therefore recommended that permission be granted
for application reference 20/1557/F, subject to the conditions outlined in
Appendix 2.

Background Papers:

National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
The London Plan (2021)
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Royal Greenwich Local Plan; Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies “Core Strategy” (2014)
Blackheath Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2013)
Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email:

Adam Price
0208 921 2749
Adam.Price@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Victoria Geoghegan - Assistant Director Planning &
Building Control
0208 921 4296
Victoria.Geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.:
Email:
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Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation has been submitted by the
applicant in support of application reference 20/1557/F:
1097-E2-0001-PL02, 1097-E2-0010-PL03, 1097-E2-0020-PL03, 1097-E2-0050-PL01,
1097-E2-0550-PL01, 1097-E2-0551-PL01, 1097-E2-0552-PL01, 1097-E2-0553-PL01,
1097-E2-0554-PL01, 1097-E2-0555-PL02, 1097-E2-1000-PL01, 1097-E2-1001-PL02,
1097-E2-1002-PL01, 1097-E2-1003-PL02, 1097-E2-1004-PL02, 1097-E2-1100-PL01,
1097-E2-1101-PL01, 1097-E2-1102-PL01, 1097-E2-1103-PL01, 1097-E2-1104-PL01,
1097-E2-1201-PL01, 1097-E2-1202-PL01, 1097-E2-1203-PL01, 1097-E2-1204-PL01,
Arboricultural Method Statement (prepared by J.L.Denney and dated 13/12/2019),
Arboricultural Impact Assessment (prepared by D F Clark Bionomique Ltd and
dated 07/10/2015), Letter from Bourne to Garden dated 26/01/2021), Tree
Protection Plan (DFCP 3697 TPP). Tree Survey Plan (DFCP 3697 TPP), Basement
Impact Assessment (prepared by Gabriel GeoConsulting Limited and dated April
2018), Basement Construction Method Statement (Rev. D), Construction Method
Statement (Rev. E), Daylight & Sunlight Assessment (prepared by T16 Design Ltd
and dated January 2016), Design & Access Statement (prepared by E2 Architecture
and dated 21/05/2019), Planning Statement (prepared by E2 Architecture and dated
27/05/2020), Details of Replacement Tree from ref. 20/0063/SD and Planning
Statement Addendum - Dispensation of M4(2).
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Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
Condition 1
The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three (3) years beginning with the date on which the permission is
granted.
Reason 1
As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

Condition 2
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the application
plans, drawings and documents hereby approved and as detailed below:
1097-E2-0001-PL02, 1097-E2-0010-PL03, 1097-E2-0020-PL03, 1097-E2-0050-PL01,
1097-E2-0550-PL01, 1097-E2-0551-PL01, 1097-E2-0552-PL01, 1097-E2-0553-PL01,
1097-E2-0554-PL01, 1097-E2-0555-PL02, 1097-E2-1000-PL01, 1097-E2-1001-PL02,
1097-E2-1002-PL01, 1097-E2-1003-PL02, 1097-E2-1004-PL02, 1097-E2-1100-PL01,
1097-E2-1101-PL01, 1097-E2-1102-PL01, 1097-E2-1103-PL01, 1097-E2-1104-PL01,
1097-E2-1201-PL01, 1097-E2-1202-PL01, 1097-E2-1203-PL01, 1097-E2-1204-PL01,
Arboricultural Method Statement (prepared by J.L.Denney and dated 13/12/2019),
Arboricultural Impact Assessment (prepared by D F Clark Bionomique Ltd and
dated 07/10/2015) Letter from Bourne to Garden dated 26/01/2021), Tree
Protection Plan (DFCP 3697 TPP). Tree Survey Plan (DFCP 3697 TPP), Basement
Impact Assessment (prepared by Gabriel GeoConsulting Limited and dated April
2018), Basement Construction Method Statement (Rev. D), Construction Method
Statement (Rev. E), Daylight & Sunlight Assessment (prepared by T16 Design Ltd
and dated January 2016), Design & Access Statement (prepared by E2 Architecture
and dated 21/05/2019), Planning Statement (prepared by E2 Architecture and dated
27/05/2020), Details of Replacement Tree from ref. 20/0063/SD and Planning
Statement Addendum - Dispensation of M4(2).
Reason 2
In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the development is carried out
in accordance with the approved documents, plans and drawings submitted with the
application and is acceptable to the local planning authority.

Condition 3
The development shall be constructed in those materials as submitted namely:
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•
•
•
•
•

Bricks – Van de Moortal Grey Brick (Brick S)
Top Floor Cladding and Front Door Roof Canopy VMZINC Natural
Zinc
Windows and Door Frames – Anthracite Grey Aluminium
Waste and Recycling Store – Cedar Slats and Posts
Bicycle Store – Tiger Pent Wooden Store

and in full accordance with the approved plans.
Reason 3
To ensure that the high design quality demonstrated in the plans and submission is
delivered so that local planning authority may be satisfied as to the external
appearance of the building(s) and to comply with Policies D3, HC1 and HC2 of the
London Plan (2021), Policies DH1, DH3, DH4, DH(h) and DH(j) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014) and the
Blackheath Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2013).
Condition 4Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any order revoking
and re-enacting that order with or without modification) no enlargements, or other
alterations to the premises and site may be carried out.
Reason 4
In view of the restricted size of the site uncontrolled enlargements or alterations
could affect amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally and ensure
compliance with policies D3, HC1 and HC2 of the London Plan (2021), policies
DH1, DH3, DH(b) and DH(h) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with
Condition 5
The parking spaces provided shall be completed prior to the occupation of the
dwelling and used only for that purpose and no development whether permitted by
the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order
2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order with or without
modification) or not shall be carried out as to interfere with such use.
Reason 5
To ensure adequate off-street parking provision is maintained and ensure
compliance with policy T6.1 of the London Plan (2021) and policy IM(c) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 6
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Notwithstanding the hours of construction as outlined in the Construction Method
Statement and the Basement Construction Method Statement, the hours of
construction permitted in associated with the development shall be as follows:
•
•
•
•

Monday to Friday – 9am to 6pm
Saturday – 8am to 2pm
Sunday and Bank Holidays – No working
No works on site will be permitted or carried out outside these hours.

Reason 6
To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally and
ensure compliance with policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 7
Notwithstanding condition 6 in respect of the hours of construction, the
development shall in all other respects be implemented in accordance with the
details outlined in the Construction Method Statement and the Basement
Construction Method Statement.
Reason 7
To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally and
preserve pedestrian and highway movement along Heathway during the
implementation of the development and ensure compliance with policy T7 of the
London Plan (2021) and policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 8
No construction shall take place on site until am updated ‘Basement Impact
Assessment is submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority
and the construction works on site shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details. The Basement Impact Assessment should include details of the
following: ·
•

Appointment of suitably qualified professional (civil or structural engineer);

•

Confirmation of whether the site is located above an aquifer;

•

Confirmation of whether the proposed development will extend beneath the
water table surface or whether it is located within 100m of water course;
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•

An explanation of how the development will impact on flooding and drainage,
including what prevention measures will be taken to reduce the risk of
flooding of the basement itself and neighbouring properties; ·

•

A ground and hydrological condition report dealing with groundwater flow
ensuring structural stability during excavation and demolition; ·

•

Temporary propping/temporary works and construction work, minimising
disturbance; ·

•

Drilling of boreholes; · Sequence of temporary works to minimise the effect
on neighbours and management of water flow; ·

•

Proposals for monitoring vibration and procedures to be put in place to
minimise such disturbance, including those relating to any piling on the site (it
is expected that vibration over 1mm/s measured as a peak particle velocity
would constitute unreasonable vibration); ·

•

Likely noise levels to be generated from plant; ·

•

Details of any noise screening measures, including those relating to piling on
the site; ·

•

Proposals for monitoring noise and procedures to be put in place where
agreed noise levels are exceeded, including those relating to piling on the site;
· Likely dust levels to be generated and any screening measures to be
employed, including those relating to piling on the site; ·

•

Proposals for monitoring dust and controlling unacceptable release such as
asbestos ·

•

Details and justification for the piling methodology to be adopted

Reason 8
To ensure that the stability of the site and the residential amenity of adjoining
occupiers is safeguarded and to ensure compliance with policy 7.15 of the London
Plan (2016), policies E(a) and E(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014) and the Mayors Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014).
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Condition 9
Details of all hard and soft landscaping arrangements including surface treatment and
means of enclosure; shall be submitted to and approved in writing by, the Local
Planning Authority before the development is commenced. The hard landscaping
shall be completed before the dwelling is first occupied. The soft landscaping shall
be completed within 12 months, or by the end of the first planting season, after the
completion of the development to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason 9
In order to maintain the character and appearance of the area and ensure
compliance with policies DH1, DH3, DH(h) and OS(f) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 10
Full details of suitable replacement trees shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority before the works hereby permitted
commence. The approved trees shall be planted within 12 months, or by the end of
the first planting season, after the completion of the development to the satisfaction
of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason 10
In order that the Council may be satisfied that suitable replacement trees are
provided and ensure compliance with policy G7 of the London Plan (2021) and
Policy OS(f) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 11
Prior to the construction of the refuse and recycling facilities for the residential unit,
detailed elevational drawings shall be submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority. The refuse and recycling facilities shall then be implemented in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason 11
In order that the Council may be satisfied with the details of the proposal and
ensure compliance with policy SI 7 of the London Plan (2021) and policy DH1 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July
2014).
Condition 12
The development hereby approved shall comply with Building Regulation
requirement M4(1).
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Reason 12
To accord with policy H5 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Condition 13
The development hereby permitted shall comply with Regulation 36(2)(b) of the
Building Regulations 2010 (as amended by the Building Regulations &c.
(Amendment) Regulations 2015/767) and as set out in section G2 of the Building
Regulations Approved Document (110 litres per person per day).
Reason 13
To accord with Policy SI 5 of the London Plan (2021) and policy DH1 of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014)
Condition 14
Full details of the green roof which shall be compliant with GRO Green Roof Code
2014 shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority
prior to the implementation of the relevant part of the development hereby
approved. The submitted information should include the following:
A report from a suitably qualified ecologist specifying how the living roof has been
developed for biodiversity with details of landscape features and a roof cross
section; and
The green roof should be comprised of, but not necessarily limited to, the following:
i Biodiversity based with extensive/semi-intensive soils
ii. Substrate which is commercial brick-based aggregate or equivalent with a varied
substrate depth of 80 -150mm planted with 50% locally native herbs/wildflowers in
addition to sedum, include additional features such as areas of bare shingle, areas of
sand for burrowing invertebrates, individual logs or log piles, and an area suitable for
Black Redstarts
iii. parts a and b must be addressed within a single submission document
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details
approved, shall be maintained as such thereafter and no alterations to the approved
scheme shall be permitted without the prior written consent of the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason 14
To provide insulation and to contribute towards enhancing biodiversity, reducing
flood risk and improving the aesthetic value of the development as well as resident’s
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well-being. To comply with policies OS4, DH1 and E(f) of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014)

Condition 15
a) A minimum of 2 secure and dry cycle parking spaces shall be provided within
the development as indicated on the plans hereby approved.
b) The cycle store hereby approved shall be implemented in accordance with
the approved drawings.
c) All cycle parking spaces shall be provided and made available for use prior to
occupation of the development and maintained thereafter.
Reason 15
To promote sustainable travel and to ensure compliance with Policy T5 of the
London Plan (2021) and Policies IM4, IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).

Condition 16
The boilers to be used in the development hereby approved shall have dry NOx
emissions not exceeding 40 mg/kWh (0%) and shall be installed prior to the first
occupation of the development and shall be retained for the lifetime of the
development.
Reason 16
To comply with the London Plan’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG and
Policy SI 1 of the London Plan (2021) in relation to air quality.
Condition 17
Full details of the rainwater recycling system shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the implementation of the
development. The approved details shall be implemented prior to the occupation of
the development, shall be maintained as such thereafter and demonstrate the
maximum level of recycled water that can feasibly be provided by the development.
Reason 17
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To ensure that the development reduces the risk of surface water flooding and
ensure compliance with policy SI 13 of the London Plan and policy DH1 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July
2014).
Condition 18
Prior to the commencement of the development, detailed drawings of mirrors fitted
at the vehicular access point shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority and shall thereafter be retained in accordance with those
details.
Reason 18
In order that the Council may be satisfied with the safety of pedestrians and road
users and ensure compliance with policies DH1and IM(b) of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 19
Prior to the first occupation of the dwelling the balustrade to the rear first floor
balcony shall be in situ to a height of 1 metre and shall be finished in opaque glass
and the glass balustrade to the second - floor terrace shall be in situ to a height of
1.6 metres and shall be obscured glass. Each glass balustrade shall thereafter be
maintained in good order and shall not be replaced without first obtaining the
written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason 19
In order that the residential amenity of adjoining occupiers is preserved and to
ensure that the development complies with the aims of policy DH(b) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 20
The development hereby approved shall be implemented in accordance with the
Tree Protection Measures as set out in the approved drawings.
Reason 22
In order that all retained trees including the Silver Birch is adequately protected and
ensure compliance with policy OS(f) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
Informative(s)
1.

Positive and Proactive Statement
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The Council engages with all applicants in a positive and proactive way through
specific pre-application enquiries and the detailed advice available on the Council’s
website. On this particular occasion, positive discussions took place during the
determination of the application which resulted in further information being
submitted.
2. Community Infrastructure Levy
You are advised that the application granted may be subject to the Community
Infrastructure Levy (‘the CIL’). There are two CIL charges in Royal Greenwich - the
Mayoral CIL, which was introduced 1 April 2012; and the local CIL, introduced 6
April 2015. The Council’s Planning Obligations Team will review your permission
and will confirm if a CIL liability arises. If liable, you will receive a CIL Liability notice
that details the amount that will be due on the commencement of development.
Prior to starting on site you must submit an Assumption of Liability form and
Commencement Notice to the Council. More information on CIL and the
necessary forms are available at:
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/info/1004/planning_policy/1182/community_infras
tructure_levy_cil
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Appendix 3 - National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents
The NPPF (2019)
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) confirms that applications for
planning permission must be determined in accordance with the development plan,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Of relevance in this instance is:
Chapter 2
Chapter 6
Chapter 9
Chapter 11
Chapter 12
Chapter 16

Achieving sustainable development
Building a strong, competitive economy
Promoting sustainable transport
Making effective use of land
Achieving well-designed places
Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

The London Plan (2021)
In March 2016 the London Plan (March 2015) was updated with minor amendments.
The policies relevant to this application are:
Policy GG4
Policy D3
Policy D4
Policy D5
Policy D6
Policy D7
Policy H1
Policy H2
Policy HC1
Policy HC2
Policy G7
Policy SI 1
Policy SI 5
Policy SI 7
Policy SI 13
Policy T5
Policy T6
Policy T6.1

Delivering the Homes Londoners Need
Optimising Site Capacity Through the Design-Led Approach
Delivering Good Design
Inclusive Design
Housing Quality and Standards
Accessible Housing
Increasing Housing Supply
Small Housing Sites
Heritage Conservation and Growth
World Heritage Site
Trees and Woodlands
Improving air quality
Water Infrastructure
Reducing Waste and Supporting the Circular Economy
Sustainable Drainage
Cycling
Car Parking
Residential Parking

The Royal Borough of Greenwich Adopted Core Strategy (July 2014)
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The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies was adopted
by the Council on 30th July 2014. The Core Strategy and the London Plan are the
borough's statutory development plans. The following lists the relevant strategic
objectives, spatial policies and cross cutting policies from the Core Strategy as they
relate to this application:
Policy H1
Policy H5
Policy H(c)
Policy DH1
Policy DH3
Policy DH4
Policy DH(b)
Policy DH(h)
Policy DH(j)
Policy OS4
Policy E(a)
Policy E(f)
Policy IM4
Policy IM(a)
Policy IM(b)
Policy IM(c)

New Housing
Housing Design
Backland and Infill Development
Design
Heritage Assets
Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site
Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
Conservation Areas
Locally Listed Buildings
Biodiversity
Pollution
Living Roofs and Walls
Sustainable Travel
Impact on the Road Network
Walking and Cycling
Parking Standards

Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents
Blackheath Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2013)
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Greenwich Area Planning Committee
26/05/2021

Agenda Item: 5
Reference No: 20/3373/F

Applicant: Royal Borough of Greenwich
Agent:
Leslie Osborn Architectural Consultant, 4 Danson Mead, Welling,
DA16 1RU
Site Address:
Jubilee Hall, Blissett Street, Greenwich,
London, SE10 8UU

Ward: Greenwich West
Application Type: Minor Dwellings

1.

Recommendation

1.1

The Committee is requested to grant Planning Permission as outlined below:
Conversion of ground floor of a mixed-use residential development from a
Community Hall (Class F1(e)) to a 3 bed flat (Class C3), associated bicycle
and refuse storage (Amended description).
Recommendation:
i.

ii.

1.2

To resolve to grant conditional planning permission according to the
conditions in Appendix 2, to be detailed in the notice of determination;
and
To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning and Building Control to
make any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended
conditions as set out in this report and its addendums, where the
Assistant Director of Planning and Building Control considers it
appropriate, before issuing the decision notice.

Scheme of delegation
The proposed development relates to land owned and managed by the Royal
Borough of Greenwich. As the proposal is not considered to be a minor
development, approval from elected members of the Greenwich Area Planning
Committee is required as outlined in the Council’s scheme of delegation and
statement of community involvement.

2.

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site ITEM NO: 5
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Site Area (m²)
Heritage Assets

835m²
West Greenwich Conservation Area

Housing
Dwelling type

1 x 3 bed, 6 person

Housing
Standards

The proposal complies with the nationally described
space standard and London Plan 2021 standards.

Transportation
Public
PTAL Rating
Transport

4

Public Consultation
Number in
0
Support
Number of
1
comments
Number of
6
objections
Main issues
• Inadequate consultation
raised
• Loss of community facilities, which will result in a
shortfall in the SE10 area. The proposal would
therefore be contrary to policy CH(a) Loss of
Community Facilities of the Royal Greenwich Core
Strategy.
• Jubilee Hall is still suitable for continued use.
• Woodville Court has two basement flats, which are
suitable and adapted for people with disabilities.
• The Hall was in use in 2019
• Disturbance caused as a result of the excavation of
the communal garden area.
• After lockdown the centre can be used for classes
for children.
• The hall has been used as a polling station.
• This community facility has toilets and is accessible,
and there is a lack of similar facilities nearby.
• Loss of the communal garden and wildlife space as a
result of the development.
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• It is unclear if Groups who have used the space in
the past have been consulted.
• Wrong time for the change of use.
• Poor layout.
• Bins and cycle racks are not clearly shown.
• Loss of green space.
• Not clear where parking bay will be located.
2.2

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications of
the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3

The application is considered to be acceptable and is recommended for
approval, subject to compliance with the below conditions detailed in appendix
2.
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Site Plan

3.

Site and Surroundings

3.1

The application site, known as Jubilee Hall, is located at the ground floor of
Woodville Court which is a predominately 4-storey residential development
comprising of 14 flats for the over 50s above. Woodville Court occupies a
corner plot at the junction of Blissett Street and Greenwich South Street.
No.97 the old vicarage adjoins the site to the north. To the south of the site
along Blisset Street are residential dwellings, Greenwich Fire Station and the
Royal George Public House. To the West along Greenwich South Street are 3
storey residential town houses and the South Street Baptist Church.

3.2

Jubilee Hall is totally separate from the residential units above and is a vacant
communal function hall with a main entrance foyer, an office administration
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room, a large kitchen and a storage area which has an external service door
onto Greenwich South Street. The premises features a main function room
with its own storage cupboard, and a smaller hall and male and female toilets.
It is reported that the Hall has not been in use since 2019.
3.3

The application site has a Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of 4 (on
a scale of 0 – 6b, where 0 is worst and 6b is excellent). The property is not
nationally or locally listed, but is located within the West Greenwich
Conservation Area.

4.

Relevant Planning History
- 20/2486/PN2 – Prior Notification is sought for the change of use of Ground
Floor from Office (B1a) to Residential (C3) to form one residential dwelling –
Withdrawn – 14/10/20202.
5.
Proposal development
5.1 The proposed development would involve the conversion of the existing
ground floor community hall to provide a 3-bedroom 6-person dwelling. The
layout would be designed to be suitable for wheelchair users.. Waste storage
and bicycle storage will be provided near the front entrance with a new brick
retaining wall erected in this area. A disabled parking bay will be allocated to
the future occupiers, which will be located on Blisset Street. Externally the
proposed development would involve the creation of a window opening
which would serve bedroom 3 and face Greenwich South Street.
6.
6.1

Consultation
The application since being submitted in November 2020 has been subject of
public consultation, comprising of a press notice dated 17/02/2021, a site notice
placed on site dated 15/02/21 and 20 individual letters were sent to the
occupiers of neighbouring properties in the vicinity of the application site. In
addition consultation was undertaken with statutory bodies and 3 local amenity
groups. Three ward Councillors were also consulted.
Statutory and External Consultees

6.3

A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date received

Summary of Comments
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Waste Strategy
Officer
Housing
Occupational
Therapy Manager

Environmental
Protection
Flood Risk Manager
Greenwich Society

6.4

The proposal is satisfactory
with regards to waste
storage and collection.
Compliance with the
Building Regulations,
Approved Document M
(Volume 1 – Dwellings) and
in particular Category 3 –
Wheelchair user
dwellings appears to be
achievable within the
footprint of the existing
building. No objection
subject to further details
being submitted.
No comments
No comments
Concerns raised over the
loss of the community
facility, the layout of the
proposed residential
accommodation and
insufficient information
regarding refuse and cycle
storage facilities and car
parking.

Noted.

Noted

These concerns are
noted and are
addressed in the
main report below.

Local Residents and Businesses
A summary of the consultation responses received from local residents, along
with the officer comments are set out in the table below:

Summary of Objections
Inadequate Consultation

Loss of community facilities, which are
still suitable for community use. This
would result in a shortfall of such
facilities in the SE10 area. As such
proposal is contrary to Policy CH(a) of
the Core Strategy

Officers Comments
The planning application has been
consulted upon in line with statutory
requirements
The principle of development is
considered in the following section of
the report.
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The Hall was last used in 2019 and not
2014 as set out in the application.
Loss of the communal garden and
wildlife space as a result of the
development.
Disturbance caused as a result of the
excavation of the communal garden
area.

Poor Layout
Bins and cycle racks not clearly shown

Not clear where parking bay will be
located

7.
7.1

7.2
8
8.1

This is addressed in the assessment
section below.
The development would not result in
the loss of the communal garden.
The level of disturbance generated
during construction works is considered
to be minimal and not sufficient to
warrant the refusal of planning
permission.
The quality of the proposed residential
accommodation will be assessed below.
The area where these facilities are to be
provided are identified and detailed
information is to be secured via planning
conditions
The location of the proposed car
parking space is shown on drawing No.
1824:PD:A2:04.

Planning Context
This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2019)
• The London Plan (March 2021) - Full details of relevant policies refer to
appendix 3.
• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies refer to
appendix 3.
Full details of relevant SPD/ Documents refer to Appendix 3.
Planning Considerations
This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development and the principal issues that need to be considered in
the determination of the planning application (Ref: 20/3373/F). These are:
• Principle of development;
• Design conservation, scale, mass and bulk
• Quality of living environment provided for future residents;
• Accessibility;
• Impact on neighbouring amenity;
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9
9.1

• Transport and parking;
• Waste and recycling storage;
• Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL);
Principle of Development
The Royal Borough of Greenwich makes a major contribution to London’s
Housing provision, having the third largest target for new housing of all London
Boroughs. It is vital that the Royal Borough’s unique housing needs are met,
while still contributing to the overall London housing numbers.

9.2

In this respect Policy GG4 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that more homes
are delivered. To assist in this policy H1 of the London Plan (2021) highlights
the pressing need for more homes in London and outlines for each local
authority their 10-year targets for net housing completions. The Royal
Borough’s target is to deliver 28,240 dwellings.

9.3

The NPPF supports the delivery of sufficient homes to meet current housing
needs. Further to this policy D7 of the London Plan supports the delivery of
housing and a genuine choice for London’s diverse population, including disabled
people. This aim is supported by Core Strategy policy H2, which states in the
supporting text that, ‘Royal Greenwich is made up of a variety of household
types including, for example, older people who have specific housing needs,
which are different to the needs of large families and different again to those of
disabled people. Through providing a mix of housing types, Royal Greenwich
will be able to accommodate the needs of an increasingly diverse population
and help to encourage the creation of mixed communities.’

9.4

The benefits of additional housing needs to be balanced against the loss of
Jubilee Hall as a community facility. In this regard Policy CH(a) seeks to prevent
the Loss of Community Facilities. This states that the Royal Borough will
protect existing social and community facilities. Planning permission that would
result in the loss of community facilities through change of use or
redevelopment will only be granted where it complies with the following
criteria: Of these the proposal would need to satisfy points i and iv and either
ii or iii.:
i. There is evidence that the
loss would not create or
add to a shortfall in
provision for the specific
community use and

Other community-based facilities are
available in the area, which include
Greenwich West Community and Arts
Centre on Greenwich High Road and the
Parkside Community Centre on
Copperwood Place. As such the
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ii. Alternative community
facilities of a similar
nature are provided
locally in the area which
that facility serves; or
iii. It would enable the
implementation of the
Royal Borough's strategy
for the provision of
community facilities.
iv. The site is demonstrably
unsuitable for continued
use as a community
facility.

9.5

9.6

development would not create or add to a
shortfall in community facilities.
As set out above alternative community
facilities of a similar nature are provided
locally in the area. As such the proposal
would not be contrary to point ii.
This is not applicable in this instance as the
proposal is not related to RBG strategy for
the provision of community facilities

The applicant has advised that as the hall
is integral to a block that houses older
residents (over50s) its use is restricted as
it is not rally suitable for use as a general
community centre or for activities open
to the wider community. Noise levels are
also an issue and have been the subject of
previous complaints raised by residents.
There are also fire safety concerns
associated with the hall..

The applicant has also explained that Jubilee Hall has been under used in recent
years and has not focused on activities for the benefits of local residents. A
review of Housing Meeting Rooms was under taken in 2018 and from this there
was no evidence that Greenwich Housing residents were using or benefiting
from the hall. Indeed, the few groups who were using the hall had no strong
local community links. On this basis a decision was taken to close the hall in
2019.
Considering the above, the provision of specialised residential unit would
outweigh the loss of the community facility and the principle of development is
considered to be acceptable.

10 Design conservation, scale, mass and bulk
10.1. Chapter 16 of the NPPF identifies the significance of heritage assets and places
an importance on their conservation. Paragraph 193 states that when assessing
planning applications affecting heritage assets, which in this instance is the West
Greenwich Conservation Area, great weight should be placed on their
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conservation, with clear and convincing justification being required for any harm
to, or loss of, the assets significance (paragraph 194).
10.2. This follows the statutory requirement, under Section 72 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990; which requires special attention
to be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of the relevant conservation area.
10.3. This principle is supported by policy HC1 of the London Plan and Policies DH3
and DH(h) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (July 2014). Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(2014) require proposals to have a high quality of design and to be limited to a
scale and design appropriate to the building and locality. This is supported by
London Plan policy D3.
10.4. Jubilee Hall forms part of a late 20th century building within the West Greenwich
Conservation Area. It is neither statutorily or locally listed and has limited
architectural merit. The building is considered at best to make a neutral
contribution to the character and appearance of the Conservation area.
10.5. To facilitate the proposed change of use, limited changes are proposed to the
external appearance of the building. An additional window will be required in
the Greenwich South Street elevation at ground floor level so as to provide
natural light into bedroom 3. Officers note that there currently exist windows
within this elevation at this level. As the window would follow the design of the
existing, it will have no impact on the character and appearance of the
streescene and wider conservation area. A condition has been attached that
requires the materials used to match existing.
10.6. As part of the refuse and cycle storey area a new retaining wall would be
created, so as to divide this area from the communal garden. In design terms
this is acceptable.
10.7. For the reasons considered above the proposal is considered to be acceptable
in respect to character and appearance and its impact on the immediate street
scene and wider conservation area. This would be consistent with the
requirements of Core Strategy policies DH1, DH3 and DH(h) and London Plan
policies D3 and HC1.
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11. Quality of Living Environment provided for future residents
11.1. The following table shows how the unit sizes compares with the requirements
of the Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard’s
(2015) standards and London Plan policy D.6.
Flat
1

Dwelling type
(sqm)
3 bed, 6 person
unit

Minimum GIA
Proposed GIA
two storeys (sqm) (sqm)
95
195

The above table demonstrates that the proposal would comply with policy D6
of the London Plan 2021 and meets nationally described space standards
criteria and would therefore be acceptable in this regard.
11.2. Policy H5 states that with regard to new residential development,
refurbishment or conversions there is a presumption against single-aspect
north facing units and a presumption in favour of dual aspect units where
possible. The proposed dwelling would feature openings on the south and
east elevations allowing natural light into all habitable rooms. In light of this, it
is considered that the dwelling has been provided with enough window
openings to secure natural light and cross ventilation. In this regard the
proposed development would be acceptable in respect to residential amenity
of future occupiers and standard of accommodation.
11.3. Policy H5 Housing Design states that flats should have access to a good size
balcony, a terraced or an enclosed communal garden. In this instance the use
of the communal garden by the future occupiers of the proposed unit is
acceptable.
11.4. Policy D7 of the London Plan requires developments to be designed so that
they provide an inclusive environment for all members of society. Core
Strategy Policy H5 supports the principles of inclusive living environment and
Policy DH1 also states that all new developments should achieve accessible
and inclusive environments.
11.5. The Council’s housing occupational therapist have noted that as the dwelling
is intended to be wheelchair accessible – M4(3)(2)(b) at final completion it
should be fitted out as wheelchair accessible from the outset, i.e. with level
access showers in the bathrooms and with wheelchair accessible kitchens. It
was requested that the following amendments are made to the submitted
plans.
- The entrance needs to be reconfigured to meet the minimum provisions.
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- The access to the wheelchair storage is via a door which may obstruct
convenient access.
- The layout of the kitchen and Bedroom 3 needs to be reconfigured to
demonstrate compliance.
11.6.

12.

All of the above appears to be achievable within the footprint of the existing
building and officers are satisfied that a compliance condition could
adequately address the concerns raised above.
Impact on neighbouring amenity

12.1. Core Strategy policy DH(b) seeks to protect the residential amenity of adjoining
occupiers in terms of a loss of daylight and sunlight, loss of outlook, loss of
privacy due to overlooking and an increased sense of enclosure. Due to the
limited changes proposed the proposed development would not lead to any
harm to the residential amenity of the occupiers of the residential units above
as a result of the external alterations to the property.
12.2. Core Strategy policy E(a) seeks to ensure that development does not have an
adverse impact in terms of noise and pollution. This is supported by London
Plan policies D13 and D14. With respect to the change of use from community
facility to residential, the proposed residential use is expected to be used by up
to 6 individuals. The use of the premise as a dwelling would be consistent with
the existing uses above and within the immediate surrounding area. As such, it
is considered that there would not be any disturbance or nuisance caused as a
result of the change of use to residential.
12.3. For the reasons outlined above it is considered that the proposed development
would not have a detrimental impact on the residential amenity of the occupiers
of neighbouring properties. The proposed development would therefore be
acceptable and consistent with policies DH(b) and E(a) of Adopted Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014) and
policies D13 and D14 of the London Plan (2021)
13. Transport and Access
13.1. Whilst Policies T6 and T6.1 of the London Plan promote car free
development where sites have good access to public transport, the provision
of disabled persons parking is supported. Due to the constraints of the site
designated off-street parking cannot be provided and the proposed
development would involve the provision of a single disabled parking bay,
which would be provided on Blisset Street. This complies with policy T6.1(g)
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which states that disabled persons parking should be provided for new
residential development. The proposed development would provide
specialised special needs accommodation and would therefore be consistent
with the above outlined standards. The Council’s highways officer has raised
no objection to the proposed arrangement.
Cycle Storage
13.2. Policy T5 promotes the delivery of secure and dry cycle parking facilities. The
location of cycle parking has been shown on the submitted block plans, which
is considered to be acceptable A condition has been attached requiring
further details to be submitted to the Council and approved in writing prior
to occupation.
Waste and recycling storage
13.3. Core Strategy Policy H5 identifies that development needs to minimise the
production of waste, to promote the reuse and recycling of waste materials
and to ensure that waste disposal is environmentally responsible.
13.4. In light of the above it is considered that there is adequate existing refuse
storage for the occupiers of the proposed dwelling. The Council’s Waste
Strategy Officer has raised no objection to the proposed arrangement.
14. Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
14.1. As the proposal would involve the creation of a residential unit the
development would be liable to the Mayoral CIL charges.
RBG CIL
14.2. The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came into
effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.
14.3. As the proposal would involve the creation of a new residential the
development would be CIL liable.
15. Conclusion
15.1. For the reasons considered the proposed development would be acceptable.
15.2. Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be granted for application
reference 20/3373/F in line with Section 1 of this report.
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Background Papers:
London Plan (2021), Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (July 2014), Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space
Standards (2015); The Mayor of London Housing Supplementary Planning
Guidance (2016); and West Greenwich Conservation Area Character Appraisal
(2013).
Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email:

Fidel Miller – Planning Officer
020 8921 6438
Fidel.Miller@Greenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Victoria Geoghegan - Assistant Director Planning &
Building Control
020 8921 5704
Victoria.Geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.:
Email.:
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Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation has been submitted
by the applicant in support of application reference 20/3373/F: Design and
Access Statement incorporating a Heritage Statement, 1824: PD:A1:02 rev
A, 1824:PD:A2:04, 1824:SK:A2:05 rev A, 1824:PD:A4:06, 1824:PD:A3:01
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Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
1) Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 20/3373/F:
1. Time Limit
The development to which this permission relates must be begun
not later than the expiration of three (3) years beginning with the
date on which the permission is granted.
Reason: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
2. Approved Drawings
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in
accordance with the following approved plans: Design and Access
Statement incorporating a Heritage Statement, 1824: PD:A1:02 rev
A, 1824:PD:A2:04, 1824:SK:A2:05 rev A, 1824:PD:A4:06,
1824:PD:A3:01
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper
planning.
3. Material
The materials to be used in the development hereby permitted shall
match those of the existing building unless otherwise stated on the
plans submitted. All new works and works of making good to the
retained fabric shall be finished to match the adjacent work unless
otherwise stated on the approved drawings and retained for the
lifetime of the development.
Reason 3: To ensure that the high design quality demonstrated in the
plans and submission is delivered so that local planning authority may
be satisfied as to the external appearance of the building(s) and to
comply with Policies D3 and HC1 of the London Plan (2021), Policies
DH1, DH3, DH(a) and DH(h) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), and the West
Greenwich Conservation Area Character Appraisal.
4. Cycle Storage
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Prior to the occupation of the development details of the secure and
dry cycle parking spaces shall be provided on site and the approved
details shall be implemented prior to occupation.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to
promote sustainable transport by reducing the need for car travel
and ensure compliance with Policy T5 of the London Plan (2021) and
Policies IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (adopted 30th July 2014).
5. Accessibility M4(2)
The development hereby permitted shall be constructed so that it
complies with Building Regulation requirement M4(2) ’accessible and
adaptable dwellings’ where possible.
Reason: To ensure that an accessibly living environment is provided
and the development accords with Policy D6 of the London Plan
(2021) and Policy H5 of Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (adopted 30th July 2014).
6. Boiler
The dwelling hereby permitted shall contain boilers which have dry
NOx emissions not exceeding 40 mg/kWh (0%). The boilers shall be
installed and retained for the lifetime of the development unless the
prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority is given.
Reason: To protect future occupiers and neighbouring occupiers
from poor air quality local air quality, comply with Policy SI 8 of the
London Plan (2021) and Policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
7. Water conservation
The development hereby permitted shall comply with Regulation
36(2)(b) of the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended by the Building
Regulations (Amendment) Regulations 2015/767) and as set out in
section G2 of the Building Regulations Approved Document (110
litres per person per day).
Reason: To conserve water for the future occupiers and to comply
with Policy S1 5 of the London Plan (2021) and Policy DH1 of the
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Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(2014).
8. Disabled car parking space
a. Prior to the occupation of the development the on street disabled
parking bay shown on drawing no. 1824:PD:A2:04 hereby approved
shall be implemented and retained permanently thereafter.
Reason: To ensure the permanent retention of the space(s) for
parking purposes, to ensure that the use of the building(s) does not
increase on-street parking in the vicinity and to comply with policies
T6 and T6.1 of the London Plan (2021) and Policy IM(c) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(adopted 30th July 2014).
2) Informative(s) for Application Reference 19/2393/F:
Positive and Proactive Statement:
1. The Council engages with all applicants in a positive and proactive
way through specific pre-application enquiries and the detailed
advice available on the Council’s website. On this particular
application, pre-application advice was sought prior to an application
being submitted. In addition to this positive and proactive
discussions took place which has resulted in further information
being submitted. As the proposal was clearly in accordance with the
Development Plan, the application has been recommended for
approval.
Disabled parking bay:
2. The applicant will need to engage with the Council’s Highways
officers for advice on how to arrange the reallocation of the parking
bay on Blisset Street as a designated space for a disabled person.
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Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
1. National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
Chapter 5: Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Chapter 9: Promoting sustainable transport
Chapter 12: Achieving well-designed places
Chapter 16: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
2. The London Plan (March 2021) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
Planning London’s Future – Good Growth
GG4

Delivering the homes Londoners need

Design
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D13
D14

Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach
Delivering good design
Inclusive design
Housing quality and standards
Accessible housing
Agent of Change
Noise

Housing Policies
H1

Increasing housing supply

Heritage and Culture
HC1

Heritage conservation and growth

Sustainable Infrastructure
S1 5
S1 7

Water infrastructure
Reducing waste and supporting the circular economy

Transport
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T5
T6
T6.1

Cycling
Car parking
Residential parking

3. The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) – The main Core Strategy policies relevant to this
application are:
Housing Policies
H1
New Housing
H5
Housing Design
H(a)
Protection of Existing Housing
Design and Heritage Policies
DH1
Design
DH3
Heritage Assets
DH(b)
Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
DH(h)
Conservation Areas
Environment and Climate Change Policies
E(a)
Pollution
Cohesive and Healthy Communities
CH(a)

Loss of Community Facilities

Infrastructure and Movement Policies
IM(b)
IM(c)

Walking and Cycling
Parking Standards

4. Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents – the following planning
guidance/ documents are considered relevant:
Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standards (2015); The
Mayor of London Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance (2021); and West
Greenwich Conservation area appraisal (2013).
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Greenwich Area Planning Committee
26 May 2021

Agenda Item: 6
Reference No: 20/3873/F

Applicant: Reefmark Ltd
Agent:
GHL
Site Address:
43-81 Greenwich High Road,
Greenwich SE10 8EW

Ward:
Greenwich West
Application Type:
Full Planning Application

1.

Recommendation

1.1

The Committee is requested to grant planning permission as outlined below:
• Replace existing timber cladding on balconies, balustrades, louvres
and facades to Blocks B, C and F with powder coated aluminium
cladding.
subject to:

i.

Resolve to grant conditional planning permission according to the conditions
in appendix 2 to be detailed in the notice of determination.

ii.

Authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to:
a. make any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended
conditions as set out in this report and its addendums, where the
Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control considers it
appropriate, before issuing the decision notice.

2.

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site Site Area (m²)
Heritage Assets

Approximately 10,500m²
The application site lies within the
setting of the Grade II Listed Sewage
Pumping Station and Coal Sheds and sits
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opposite Ashburnham Triangle
Conservation Area.
N/A
Flood Zone 3 benefiting from flood
defences

Tree Preservation Order
Flood Risk Zone

Transportation
Public Transport

PTAL Rating

Public Consultation
Number in Support
Number of objections
Main issues raised (addressed
within section 6.5 of the report)

Part 0, 3 & 5

1
29
• Cost implications of work for
tenants/leaseholders.
• Residential amenity impacts
during construction works
• Consultation of planning
application to resident

2.2

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications
of the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3

The application is considered acceptable and is recommended for approval;
subject to the recommendation set out in section 1.1 of this report and the
conditions set out in appendix 2.
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Site Plan

3.

Site and Surroundings (in detail)

3.1

The application site comprises 6 multi-storey buildings.

3.2

The site sits between the grounds of the Greenwich Pumping Station to the
north-east and the four-storey serviced apartments at 65-81 Greenwich High
Road to the south-west.

3.3

Immediately to the north-east is a single-storey substation, included within the
grounds of the Pumping Station, with the wider grounds generally open but
with one and two storey buildings used as offices. To the immediate north of
the site is a three-storey residential dwelling, and beyond that to the north,
are the Grade II Listed Sewage Pumping Station and Coal Sheds.

3.4

To the south and west of the application site, on the southern side of
Greenwich High Road, is Ashburnham Triangle Conservation Area, which is
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characterised by mainly residential Georgian and Victorian properties. There
is a mix of house styles and sizes within the Conservation Area, but most
buildings are three-storey, or two-storey with basement, and the area has a
verdant character as a result of an abundance of street trees and garden trees.
3.5

Greenwich High Road has a relatively mixed character, with a significant level
of variation in terms of height and massing along its length. Whilst the
immediate vicinity of Greenwich High Road is generally characterised by two
and three storey buildings, more recent developments have included five and
six storey buildings fronting Greenwich High Road with consented buildings
up to twelve storeys in height set back from the road.

3.6

The application site has been developed in pursuance of a planning permission
that was granted in full in January 2008 when the reserved matters of outline
consent (ref:06/0294/O) were approved. The outline consent related to the
demolition of the existing buildings and the redevelopment of the site to
provide a mixed-use scheme comprising a 102-bedroom hotel, 226 residential
units (41 studio, 107 one bed, 69 two bed, 9 three bed) and commercial
accommodation (consisting of B1, B1c and B8 use class). The outline planning
application was refused planning permission but allowed on appeal in October
2006.

3.7

A subsequent application was then approved for the remodelling of approved
Block E (consented under Outline and reserved matters approvals Refs:
06/0294/O and 07/2767/R), to include a foodstore (Class A1) and restaurant
unit (Class A3) at ground floor level together with associated changes to the
approved landscaping.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1

04/1456/F Demolition of existing buildings and redevelopment to provide a
hotel, 199 residential units (42 studio, 95 one bed, 55 two bed, 7 3 bed) and
commercial floorspace B1 (Office and Light Industry) and B8 in 5 buildings up
to 8 storeys in height, including associated access, excavation, parking and
landscaping. A planning appeal was lodged against the non-determination of
this planning application. On the 15th November 2005 the Council ratified the
grounds on which the Council defended the planning appeal against the nondetermination of this application.
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4.2

06/0294/O Outline Planning permission for the demolition of the existing
buildings and the redevelopment of the site to provide a mixed-use scheme
comprising a 102-bedroom hotel, 226 residential units (41 studio, 107 one
bed, 69 two bed, 9 three bed) and 8,075 square metres industrial floor space
in Class B1 (Office and Light Industry) and B8. The external appearance,
landscaping, siting and design of the development were matters reserved for
future consideration. Refused on 5th April 2006.

4.3

The applicant lodged an appeal against the above refusals in section 4.1 and
4.2 of this report and a public inquiry was held, which considered both
applications together. Both were allowed on appeal subject to conditions. In
concluding the Planning Inspector made the following summary:
“The proposals would provide for a gain in employment and substantially more
intensive use of an under-used site. Mixed use complies with the general local policy
aspirations for the area, and with the regeneration objectives of the London Plan.
There would be significant gain in residential accommodation that would contribute
to meeting wider housing requirements, with the proposed levels of affordable
housing a strong factor in favour of the schemes. I consider that acceptable living
conditions would be created, and that there would be no harm to the area’s
character and appearance, highways conditions or the environment. I have found a
hotel to be an appropriate part of a mixed use in this location.
In these respects, I consider that no significant harm would result from the relatively
intensive nature of the developments or the other conflicts with policy. The benefits
of a more intensive mixed-use development including significant residential
floorspace are recognised in the support in principle from the Mayor. In my opinion
the absence of harm and the benefits of the proposals are considerations that
outweigh the specific conflicts with policy and warrant approval of the
developments.”

4.4

09/2186/R Submission of reserved matters pursuant to Conditions 1 & 2
(Design and External Appearance) of Appeal Decision (Appeal B) of the
Secretary of State dated 11/10/06 (Planning Ref:06/0294/O) for the demolition
of buildings to provide a mixed use development consisting of commercial
floorspace B1, B8, hotel and 227 residential units. Approved 4th December
2009.
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4.5

09/0092/ F Construction of a 150 room hotel in a seven storey building in
substitution for the 102 room hotel (approved under Outline planning
permission dated 11.10.06 Ref. 06/0294/O and reserved matters dated
30.012008 Ref.07/2767/R for a mixed use development). Approved 7th April
2009.

4.6

09/2462/F Remodelling of approved Block E (consented under Outline and
reserved matters approvals Refs:06/0294/O and 07/2767/R). To include a food
store (Class A1) and restaurant unit (Class A3) at ground floor level together
with associated changes to the approved landscaping. Allowed at appeal,
decision date 17th August 2010.

4.7

11/2723/F Change of use of part ground and first floors of Block E (as
approved by permission Ref:09/2462/F) to Gymnasium (D2) and construction
of a 2-storey extension. Approved 9th March 2021.

4.8

12/1588/F Change of use of floorspace on part ground, part first and the
entirety of the second and third floors from Office (Class B1/B1c) to 68 room
Hotel (Class C1). Approved on 3rd December 2012.

4.9

14/1053/V Variation of condition 8 (Secured by Design) of planning
permission dated 03/12/2012 ref: 12/1588/F to comply with as many measures
as possible before occupation. Approved 28th May 2014.

4.10 There are also a number of submissions of detail applications relating to the
site which have not been detailed here, however a full planning history can be
located on the planning file.
5.

Proposals (in detail)

5.1

The current application seeks full planning permission for the following:
• Replace existing timber cladding on balconies, balustrades, louvres
and facades to Blocks B, C and F with powder coated aluminium
cladding.

5.2

The application proposes a change of material to comply with the latest
Government advice regarding cladding on high rise buildings.

5.3

No other amendments are being made to the proposal.
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5.4

The development description has been amended since the public consultation
to ensure it is more prescriptive of the proposed works and a fire statement
has been provided. It is noted that the advertised proposal plans do detail the
prescriptive works and the ‘major site works notice’ submitted with the
application summarises the fire statement. Furthermore, the agent has
provided letter which were sent through to residents in 2020 detailing the
proposed works and included the fire statement. As such, it was considered
that no re-consultation was necessary.

5.5

Site plan indicating the location of Blocks B, C and F subject to this
application.

6.

Consultation

6.1

The application since being submitted in December 2020 has been subject of
2 rounds of public consultation, comprising of a press notice, site notice and
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255 individual letters, sent to individual occupiers of the affect buildings. This
also included consultation with statutory bodies and local amenity groups.
6.2

It is noted that re-consultation was undertaken owing to additional plans
being received during the application period and an updated development
description to include reference to the adjacent Grade II Listed Buildings and
the Ashburn Triangle Conservation Area.

6.3

Statutory Consultees

6.3.1 A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date
received

Summary of
Comments

Officers comments

Historic
England

No notification of
Noted.
Historic England required.

London Fire
Brigade

An undertaking should be
given that, access for fire
appliances as required by
Part B5 of the current
Building Regulations
Approved Document and
adequate water supplies
for firefighting purposes,
will be provided.

Noted. This will be included
as an informative on an
approval.

This is without prejudice
to any requirements or
recommendations that
may be made by the
Authority under the
Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order
2005/Petroleum
(Consolidation) Act 1928,
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Lewisham
Council
6.4

the local authority or the
Health and Safety
Executive.
No response received

Noted.

Council Departments

6.4.1 A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date
received

Summary of Comments

Officers comments

Building
Control

No response received.

Noted.

Conservation
Officer

- The proposed
Noted.
replacement material aluminium cladding – is
appropriate to 21st
century buildings and
metal cladding has
been used elsewhere
within the
development, so the
proposed replacement
cladding will not be
incongruous;
- Whilst the matt
bronze colour will sit
comfortably in the
surrounding context,
the proposed singlecolour material will
lack the variety of
colour tones which the
timber elements have
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achieved through
natural weathering and
will result in a more
flat appearance. This
will be most
pronounced on the
large areas of cladding
rather than on
balustrades and
louvres. Consideration
could be given to using
two or three shades of
colour across the
blocks to enliven the
elevations;
- Whilst the appearance
of the buildings will
change due to the
replacement
components, the
impact of the proposed
changes on the setting
of the nearby listed
buildings and the
character and
appearance of the
conservation area will
be negligible and,
therefore, approval of
the application is
supported.
6.5

Amenity Groups

6.5.1 A summary of the consultation responses received from Amenity Groups,
along with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation

Summary of
Comments

Officers comments
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and date
received
Greenwich
Society
6.6

No comment.

Noted.

Local Residents and Businesses

6.6.1 A summary of the consultation responses received from residents, along with
the officer comments are set out in table below:
Summary of Comments
• Funding of proposed works:
- unclear who will fund the
proposed works
- occupiers have not been
consulted on funding the
proposed works
- leaseholders should not be
left with these costs
• Reefmark failed to consult
with leaseholder regarding
different contractors to be
used

•
•

•

•

Officers comments
Noted. This is a private matter for
residents and the developer to resolve.
Matters relating to funding are beyond
the scope of the current planning
application which seeks to improve the
fire safety of the building.

Noted. This is a private matter for
residents and the developer to resolve.
Matters relating to contractors to
undertake the works are beyond the
scope of the current planning
application which seeks to improve the
fire safety of the building
Noted. This is not a material planning
Issues with loss of heating
with development for a year consideration for this application.
Balconies are unusable, and The location of the balconies has
existing gaps should be filled already been approved in the initial
consent. With regards to filling in the
with concrete rather than
gaps, this is not an option suggested
replacement.
within the submitted Fire Statement.
The replacement of timber with
New aluminium boards on
balconies may obstruct light aluminium for the balconies is not
considered to materially affect the
access of light into properties.
It is expected that there will be
Loss of privacy during
scaffolding and contractors outside of
building process
the blocks during the construction
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period. How this will be managed is
between the free holders and
leaseholders.
• Safety of residents if builders If the contractors require access to
Flats to undertake the work, this would
need to access inside flat
have to be agreed between holders and
leaseholders and is outside of the scope
of this application which seeks to
improve fire safety.
The site is location within Flood Zone 3
• Application form doesn’t
benefiting from flood defences.
indicate site is within flood
Although not correctly noted on the
risk area.
application form, this is not considered
to be a reasonable reason to delay or
refuse the application as there are no
flood risk considerations for the
proposed works.
The application was notified in
• Was not notified about
accordance with the statutory
planning application.
requirements. Additionally, each flat
subject to the proposed remedial works
was directly notified by post.
• Noise, dust and work which It is expected that there would be some
noise, dust and work which may cause
may cause concern for
temporary inconvenience for occupiers
occupiers of apartments
of the apartments. The impacts of these
works upon occupiers of the flat is
considered to be a management issue
between the freeholder and the
leaseholders/tenants.
Noted. These works would be
• Works being undertaken
temporary and are for safety reasons,
during lockdown and/or
therefore the temporary inconvenience
summer months is not
is outweighed by safety concerns if the
supported as people are
works were not completed.
stuck within flats and may
not be able to open windows
or have good outlook.
Noted.
• Torrent Lodge is below 6
storeys and may not require
remedial work
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• What material needs to be
replaced?

The submitted plans, the major works
notice and Fire Statement details the
proposed works which includes
replacing identified combustible
materials on the facades of Blocks B, C
and F.

7.

Planning Context

7.1

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2012)
• Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
• The London Plan (March 2021) - Full details of relevant policies refer
to appendix 3.
• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies
refer to appendix 3.
• Full details of relevant SPD / Documents refer to appendix 3.

8.

Material Planning Considerations

8.1

This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development and the principal issues that need to be considered in
the determination of the planning application (Ref: 20/3873/F):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.

Principle of development;
Design and Heritage;
Fire Safety;
Residential Amenity;
Noise and Air Quality;
Transport and Access;
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) & RBG CIL; and
Implications for Disadvantaged Groups.

Principle of Development
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9.1

Policy D12 of the Draft London Plan outlines that, in the interests of fire
safety and to ensure the safety of all building users, all development proposals
must achieve the highest standards of fire safety.

9.2

The current application seeks to improve fire safety standards within the host
building, through the improvement of the existing building fabric. This would
be in line with the above policy, which among other things, seeks to ensure
developments are constructed in an appropriate way to minimise the risk of
fire spread and incorporate appropriate features which reduce the risk to life
and the risk of serious injury in the event of a fire.

9.3

On this basis, no objections are raised with regard to the principle of the
proposed development.

10.

Design and Heritage

10.1 Section 72 of the Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990 states
that “special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of a conservation area.”
10.2 Chapter 16 of the NPPF also makes it clear that when considering planning
applications, local authorities should give great weight to a heritage assets
conservation. Where a development proposal leads to less than substantial
harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be
weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.
10.3 Chapter 12 (Achieving well-designed places) of the NPPF states “good design
is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which to
live and work and helps make development acceptable to communities”.
10.4 Policies DH3, DH(h) and DH(i) of the Core Strategy set out that
development should preserve or enhance the character and appearance of
Greenwich’s Conservation Areas and other heritage assets. This is supported
by Policy HC1 of the London Plan.
10.5 Policy D4 of London Plan discusses how schemes should deliver good design
and requires design to be thoroughly scrutinised.
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10.6 Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy requires that all developments be of a highquality design and demonstrate that they positively contribute to the built and
natural environment. The policy goes on to list the expectations of new
development in achieving this policy aim.
10.7 The proposal seeks consent for the removal of the existing cedar plank
cladding and the installation of aluminium cladding which includes a new rail
system and Polyisocyanurate Insulation. The aluminium cladding would have a
bronze Tijuka Sable Matt finish. The location of the replacement cladding is
shown on the proposed elevations and is limited to Blocks B, C & F. The
proposal maintains the design and character of the existing consent, simply
seeking to update the cladding to be consistent with current Government
Guidance.
10.8 The Council’s Conservation Officer was consulted and did not object to the
application.
10.9 Furthermore, the proposed changes respect and conform to that which is
existing, therefore maintaining the character and appearance of the buildings,
surrounding area, and nearby and Grade II Listed Buildings and the nearby
conservation area. As such, the proposal is acceptable in design and heritage
terms.
10.10 Overall, the proposal is consistent with Section 72 of the Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas Act 1990, Chapters 12 and 16 of the NPFF (2019),
Policies D4, and HC1 of the London Plan, and Policy D3, DH1, DH(h) and
DH(i) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan Core Strategy (2014).
11.

Fire Safety

11.1 London Plan (2021) policy D12 sets out that in the interests of fire safety and
to ensure the safety of all building users, all development proposals must
achieve the highest standards of fire safety. The policy requires all major
development proposals should be submitted with a Fire Statement, which is
an independent fire strategy, produced by a third party, suitably qualified
assessor. The policy goes on to set out six criteria that must be identified
within the strategy.
11.2 In January 2020 the Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government
(MHGLC) published the ‘Advice for Building Owners of Multi-storey, MultiITEM NO: 6
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occupied Residential Buildings’ which consolidated previous guidance notes in
relation to the measures Building Owners should take to review External
Wall Insulation systems and Spandrel Panels to their residential blocks and to
assess the surety of their fire safety, and the potential risks to residents of
external fire spread. The applicant had undertaken a review of the external
cladding and other elements do not meet the appropriate standard for fire
safety and require replacement.
11.3 A Fire Statement has been submitted in support of the application and has
been prepared by Dr Raymond Connolly (qualifications: BE, PhD, CEng,
MIFireE, MSFPE). This statement details the proposed works required to
achieve an EWS1 form which provides conformation that a building has no
attachments whose construction includes significant quantities of combustible
material. An EWS1 form is generally required by banks and mortgage lenders.
The works outlined within the Fire Statement are the works proposed within
this application. The fire safety statement will be secured by condition in line
with the GLA London Plan Guidance Sheet for Policy D12(A) - Preconsultation draft March 2021.
11.4 The remedial works have a clear link to ensuring the safety of persons who
occupy the site and those that surround it. This was consulted with the
London Fire Brigade who did not raise any concerns, as set out in the
consultation section above.
11.5 The proposal is consistent with Policy D12 of the London Plan
12.

Residential Amenity

12.1 Core Strategy Policy DH(b) states that developments will only be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that the proposal does not cause an
unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers by reducing the amount of
daylight, sunlight, or privacy they enjoy, or result in an un-neighbourly sense
of enclosure or loss of outlook.
12.2 The application does not alter the bulk and massing of the existing consent as
the proposed replacement works would be similarly located and sized and
performs the same function. As such the proposal does not alter the
assessments of daylight/sunlight or overbearing impacts that were undertaken
when considering the application for the buildings. The proposal does not
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introduce any new windows meaning there is no loss of privacy resulting from
the proposal.
12.3 As the proposal is essentially a like-for-like replacement of cladding in terms
of locations and dimensions, there will be no reduction in the level of
residential amenity experienced at surrounding sites. The proposal is
consistent with Policy DH(b) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan Core
Strategy (2014).
13.

Noise and Air Quality

13.1 Policy D13 of the London Plan states that boroughs should not normally
permit development proposals that have not clearly demonstrated how noise
and other nuisances will be mitigated and managed. This is also support by
Policy D14 of the London Plan.
13.2 Policy E(a) of the Core Strategy states that planning permission will not
normally be granted where a proposed development or change of use would
generally have a significant adverse effect on the amenities of adjacent
occupiers or uses, and especially where proposals would be likely to result in
the unacceptable emission of noise, light, vibrations, odours, fumes, dust,
water and soil pollutants or grit. This is also reflected through Policy D13 of
the London Plan 2021
13.3 No construction mitigation strategies were identified within the submission.
Considering the location of the blocks subject to the works, it is considered
that there wouldn’t be significant disruption or noise impacts to any
residential property outside of the site. In terms of impacts to properties
within the site, it is anticipated that will be some temporary disruptions and
noise from the proposed construction works. It is up to the contractor in
discussions with the freeholder and leaseholders to best manage these
temporary impacts. These temporary disruptions and impacts are expected
and acceptable for such a scheme and when considering the safety
improvements the scheme would bring to the site. An informative is proposed
to remind the applicant of general construction noise requirements and
working hours.
13.4 As such, the proposal is consistent with Policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan Core Strategy (2014).
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14.

Transport and Access

14.1 Policy T4 of the London Plan outlines that developments should not increase
road danger.
14.2 The development itself would have no material impacts on the surrounding
highway network, as the external appearance of the building would remain
unchanged. Further, the proposed works are not considered to be of a scale
that would warrant the imposition a construction traffic logistics plans.
14.3 Therefore, it is considered that the proposal would have an acceptable
impact, and therefore comply with Policy T4 of London Plan.
15.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) & RBG CIL

15.1 The Mayor has introduced a London-wide Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) to help implement the London Plan, particularly policies DF1. The
Mayoral CIL formally came into effect on 1st April, and it will be paid on
commencement of most new development in Greater London that was
granted planning permission on or after that date. The Mayor's CIL will
contribute towards the funding of Crossrail. The Mayor has arranged
boroughs into three charging bands. The rate for Greenwich is £35 per
square metre.
15.2 The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came into
effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.
15.3 The current application is not applicable to either requirements.
16.

Implications for Disadvantaged Groups

16.1 The implications for disadvantaged groups identified below are an integral part
of the consideration of the development and community benefits as set out in
the report:
• No implications for disadvantaged groups have been identified.
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17.

Conclusion

17.1 The proposed replacement cladding would have no impact on the design and
appearance of the host buildings and surrounding heritage assets. This
proposal would see the safety of the occupiers improved and brought up to
required standards.
17.2 The temporary disruptions in respect to neighbouring amenity and highways
from the proposed construction works are considered acceptable considering
the safety improvements the scheme works would bring to the site.
17.3 Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be approved for application
reference 20/3873/F, in line with Section 1 of this report.

Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email.:

Matthew Lund (Planning Officer)
020 8921 5892
matthew.lund@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Victoria Geoghegan, Assistant Director Planning & Building
Control
020 8921 5704
Victoria.Geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.:
Email.:
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Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation have been submitted by
the applicant in support of application reference 20/3873/F:
S701 (Site Location Plan), B109 Rev G (Block B Existing Elevation SE),
B110 Rev D (Block B Existing Elevation NW), B111 Rev E (Block B
Existing Elevation SW), B112 Rev D (Block B Existing Elevation NE),
B109 (Block B Proposed Elevation SE), B110 (Block B Proposed
Elevation NW), B111 (Block B Proposed Elevation SW), B112 (Block B
(Proposed Elevation NE), C107 Rev D (Block C Existing Elevation SW),
C108 Rev E (Block C Existing Elevation SE), C109 Rev D (Block C
Existing Elevation NW), C110 Rev D (Block C Existing Elevation NE),
C107 (Block C Proposed Elevation SW), C108 (Proposed Elevation SE),
C109 (Block C Proposed Elevation NW), C110 (Block C Proposed
Elevation NE), F112 Rev H (Block F Existing Elevation SE), F113 Rev F
(Block F Existing Elevation SW), F114 Rev F (Block F Existing Elevation
NE), F115 Rev G (Block F Existing Elevation NW), F112 (Block F
Proposed Elevation SE), F113 (Block F Proposed Elevation SW), F114
(Block F Proposed Elevation NE), F115 (Block F Proposed Elevation
NW), Existing Detail Elevations with material sample reference board
(Block B, C and F), Proposed Elevation Details with material sample
reference board (Block B, C and F), Major Works Notice, Photo
Sample,Covering Letter dated 15 December 2020, and Planning Fire
Statement prepared by Dr Raymond Connolly on behalf of Fire Risk
Solutions Limited dated 21 July 2020.
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Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
1. Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 20/3873/F:
Time Limit
01. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not
later than the expiration of three (3) years beginning with the date on
which the permission is granted.
Reason 1: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.
Approved Drawings
02. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance
with the following approved plans:
S701 (Site Location Plan), B109 Rev G (Block B Existing Elevation SE),
B110 Rev D (Block B Existing Elevation NW), B111 Rev E (Block B
Existing Elevation SW), B112 Rev D (Block B Existing Elevation NE),
B109 (Block B Proposed Elevation SE), B110 (Block B Proposed
Elevation NW), B111 (Block B Proposed Elevation SW), B112 (Block B
(Proposed Elevation NE), C107 Rev D (Block C Existing Elevation SW),
C108 Rev E (Block C Existing Elevation SE), C109 Rev D (Block C
Existing Elevation NW), C110 Rev D (Block C Existing Elevation NE),
C107 (Block C Proposed Elevation SW), C108 (Proposed Elevation SE),
C109 (Block C Proposed Elevation NW), C110 (Block C Proposed
Elevation NE), F112 Rev H (Block F Existing Elevation SE), F113 Rev F
(Block F Existing Elevation SW), F114 Rev F (Block F Existing Elevation
NE), F115 Rev G (Block F Existing Elevation NW), F112 (Block F
Proposed Elevation SE), F113 (Block F Proposed Elevation SW), F114
(Block F Proposed Elevation NE), F115 (Block F Proposed Elevation
NW), Existing Detail Elevations with material sample reference board
(Block B, C and F), Proposed Elevation Details with material sample
reference board (Block B, C and F), Major Works Notice, Photo
Sample, Covering Letter dated 15 December 2020, and Planning Fire
Statement prepared by Dr Raymond Connolly on behalf of Fire Risk
Solutions Limited dated 21 July 2020.
Reason: In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the
development is carried out in accordance with the approved documents,
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plans and drawings submitted with the application and is acceptable to
the local planning authority.
Materials
03. The development shall be constructed in those materials as submitted
namely:
- Powder coated aluminum cladding (including balustrades and shutters)
with a Tijuka Sable Matt finish
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details and retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the design is delivered in accordance with the
details submitted and assessed so that the development achieves the
necessary high standard and detailing in accordance with Section 72 of
the Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990, Chapters 12 and
16 of the NPFF (2019), Policies D4, D12 and HC1 of the London Plan,
and Policy D3, DH1, DH(h) and DH(i) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan Core Strategy (2014).
Fire Statement
04. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions
of the Planning Fire Statement prepared by Dr Raymond Connolly on
behalf of Fire Risk Solutions Limited dated 21 July 2020 and maintained
as such for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development incorporates the necessary
fire safety measures in accordance with the Mayor’s London Plan Policy
D12.

2. Informative(s) for Application Reference 20/3793/F:
Fire Safety
01. An undertaking should be given that, access for fire appliances as required
by Part B5 of the current Building Regulations Approved Document and
adequate water supplies for firefighting purposes, will be provided.
Construction Works
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02. Works of demolition and construction shall be carried out during normal
working hours, i.e. 08:00 to 18:00 hours Monday to Friday, and 08:00 to
13:00 hours on Saturdays, with no noisy working audible at the site
boundary being permitted on Sundays or Bank Holidays.
Reference shall be made to:
The Councils’ Construction Site Noise Code of Practice
file://greenwich.council.local/homefolders/HOME5/Matthew.Lund/Down
loads/Code_of_practice_for_small_scale_building_sites.pdf
The Mayor of London’s ‘The control of dust and emissions from
construction and demolition’ Best Practice Guidance
http://www.london.gov.uk/thelondonplan/guides/bpg/bpg_04.jsp
BRE four part Pollution Control Guides ‘Controlling particles and noise
pollution from construction sites’.
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Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
1. The London Plan (2021) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
Design
D4
D12
D13
D14

Delivering Good Design
Fire Safety
Agent of Change
Noise

Heritage and Culture
HC1

Heritage conservation and growth

Transport
T4

Assessing and mitigating transport impacts.

Funding the London Plan
DF1

Delivering of the Plan and Planning Obligations

2. The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) – The main Core Strategy policies relevant to this
application are:
Design and Heritage Policies
DH1
DH3
DH(b)
DH(h)
DH(i)

Design
Heritage Assets
Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
Conservation Areas
Statutory Listed Buildings

Environment and Climate Change Policies
E(a)

Pollution
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3. Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents – the following planning
guidance / documents are considered relevant:
• Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990
• Advice for Building Owners of Multi-storey, Multi-occupied Residential
Buildings
• Ashburn Triangle Conservation Area character appraisal and
management strategy.
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